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ABSTRACT
South Africa is currently at a ‘tipping point’ on a continuum between corruption and
better governance, and one of the indicators of a return to better governance is
‘consequences for corruption.’ This paper poses the main research question: Can nontrial resolutions (NTRs) help South Africa improve anti-corruption enforcement? It uses
in-depth interviews with experts to guide the choice of relevant literature and the
formation of a theoretical framework to illuminate the effect of corruption on anticorruption enforcement. Using a theoretical framework drawn from agency theory, in
conjunction with key concepts ‘informal governance’ and ‘thugocracy’, the paper
analyses the data to arrive at research findings about a phenomenon described by an
interviewee as ‘The Machine’. The paper considers NTRs and makes qualified
recommendations about requirements for improved anti-corruption enforcement in
South Africa, while identifying areas for further enquiry.
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Chapter 1:
1.1
1.1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background to research questions
‘The Machine’

A former senior anti-corruption investigator from South Africa’s National Prosecuting
Authority (NPA) who was interviewed for this study said: ‘When I saw a good employee
sign off on a bad decision, then I’d know The Machine had gotten to him.’ His use of
the metaphor ‘The Machine’ went unnoticed by the researcher at the time. But as the
data revealed a secretive, parallel system of governance that came to dominate the
NPA, his phrase re-emerged to symbolise the research findings about the effect of
corruption on anti-corruption enforcement. As such, it became the central symbol of
this study, descriptive of a system that is faceless and inhumane, that came to
dominate ordinary people working in anti-corruption enforcement in South Africa, and
that needs to be dismantled.

A machine is defined as ‘an assemblage of parts functioning in concert to achieve
particular ends’ (Accad, 2016) This study will examine various component parts of
‘The Machine’ that operated in anti-corruption enforcement institutions in South
Africa, in particular the NPA. Then it will ask whether, and under what conditions,
Non-trial resolutions may be one effective tool to counter ‘The Machine’.

1.1.2

Data on anti-corruption enforcement in South Africa

A 2010 report by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) Working Group on Bribery in International Business Transactions (WGB) states
that the ‘South African authorities do not keep statistics as to the number of
1

convictions reached by courts for corruption cases that would put … (available
statistics) into perspective’ (WGB, 2010, p.48). Unfortunately, the position has not
changed and available data does not enable the researcher to answer complex
questions about the drivers of corruption, nor about the number and type of cases
that are not investigated. Available data, taken together with gaps in the data, forms
a composite picture of anti-corruption enforcement practices. This picture is
interpreted in light of perception-based indicators, extracts from OECD WGB and NPA
reports, and public statements by NPA leaders.

1.1.2.1 Quantitative data
OECD WGB country reports
The findings of the WGB are restricted to the offence of foreign bribery. However, as
the only comprehensive empirical studies of anti-corruption enforcement in South
Africa, they offer a useful snapshot in which features of the larger picture may be
glimpsed.

The 2010 Phase 2 Report found zero concluded cases for legal or natural persons in
respect of foreign bribery (WGB, 2010), and only one domestic corruption case
concluded against a legal person (WGB, 2010, p.48). The 2014 Report came to the
same conclusion, and criticised South Africa for a lack of enforcement in respect of
legal persons (WGB, 2014, p.19). It also encouraged South Africa to improve measures
to ensure corporate compliance with anti-corruption standards (WGB, 2014, p.78) and
ensure more effective penalties (WGB, 2014, p.80). The WGB reported in 2014 that it
was seriously concerned about South Africa’s lack of enforcement of its foreign
bribery offence.
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‘Since South Africa became a party to the Convention in 2007, of the only
10 allegations that have surfaced, none has generated a single prosecution
or progressed beyond the preliminary stage. South African authorities did
not proactively investigate or seek the cooperation of foreign authorities in
any of these cases. The Working Group is also seriously concerned that
South Africa’s foreign bribery investigations and prosecutions may
potentially be influenced by political and economic considerations
prohibited under Article 5 of the Convention’ (OECD WGB, 2014, p. 70).
The cumulative picture in the reports (WGB, 2008; WGB, 2010; WGB, 2012; WGB,
2014; WGB, 2016) is one of insufficient anti-corruption enforcement, particularly
where legal persons and/or high-value, high-profile individuals are implicated.

FCPA flip-side enforcement data
The single case concluded in the USA in terms of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act,
which implicated a South African public official, was in respect of Hitachi (SEC, 2015).
This negotiated settlement between Hitachi and the US DOJ triggered no
corresponding prosecutions in South Africa (Corruption Watch, 2020).

Data published by South African authorities
Police statistics combine several different types of economic crime into one category
for reporting purposes (see, for example, SAPS, 2020 and SAPS, 2020), so it is
impossible to ascertain how many corruption cases were reported and investigated
during the time period under consideration. Since 2006, the NPA has published
annual reports containing statistics on corruption convictions divided into three
categories. A review of the reports relevant to the time frame of this report, i.e.
between 2009 and 2021, was undertaken.

3

Table 1: Convictions of corruption
Financial
year

Number of
public
officials
convicted
of corruption

Number of natural and
legal persons from the
private sector convicted of
corruption

Number of
serious
corruption cases
concluded

2012/2013 104

No data published

42

2013/2014 73

No data published

34

2014/2015 130

No data published

23

2015/2016 206

No data published

24

2016/2017 224

No data published

29

2017/2018 213

No data published

39

2018/2019 210

143 including 10
companies

17

2019/2020 183

233 (number of companies
not specified)

No data published

2020/2021 93

147 (number of companies
not specified)

No data published

Source: NPA Annual Reports 2012 - 2021; ISS Africa 2019.

It is clear from these reports that convictions in respect of corruption offences are
regularly obtained. At first sight, this data appears to contradict the impression
gained from WGB reports that levels of anti-corruption enforcement are low. However,
closer analysis of available details of these convictions reveals that they are almost
always obtained in respect of low-level officials e.g. police constables and court
officials (see for instance NPA, 2014, p.64; NPA, 2016, p.45; NPA, 2018, pp.51-52).

In addition, the categories themselves are problematic. Cases with a value of over R5
million (approximately USD300 000) are classified as ‘serious corruption’. However,
there are corruption scandals in the public domain (WGB, 2010, p.9) in respect of
amounts in excess of R1 000 000 000 (see for instance: Open Secrets, 2020).
4

Significantly, the most recent NPA report states that R3 300 000 (approximately
USD200 000) of monies lost to corruption was recovered in the 2020/2021 financial
year, and R127 000 was recovered from public officials implicated in corruption.
These figures are remarkably low.

Adv. Hermione Cronje is the head of the recently established Investigating Directorate
(ID) within the NPA, tasked with investigating and prosecuting high-level corruption.
Cronje says there are essentially no prosecutions of corporations for corruption
(Corruption Watch, 2021). The ID is currently working on several high-level cases in
respect of senior politicians and public officials (NPA, 2020, pp.41-42) and recently
obtained at least one high-level conviction (NPA, 2021, p.31).

The most recent NPA reports distinguish between serious corruption and high-level
corruption (NPA, 2021, p.8). For the purposes of clarity, this study follows the NPA’s
new

terminology,

distinguishing between

serious

corruption and

high-level

corruption, and focuses on the latter. The composite picture evident from the data is
one of reasonable levels of anti-corruption enforcement in respect of lower-level
corruption, some enforcement in respect of mid-level corruption (labelled ‘serious
corruption’ in the reports) and a near total lack of enforcement in respect of highlevel corruption. The most recent NPA report confirms this picture, stating that
impunity has been the norm for high-level corruption in the past (NPA, 2021, p.8).

1.1.2.2 Qualitative data
Despite recent improvements in fact-based measurements of corruption, most states
do not have sufficiently detailed statistics about corruption to conduct large-scale and
detailed quantitative analyses (Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston, 2017, p.7). Therefore
5

corruption researchers still need to have recourse to indicators based on qualitative
data, including aggregate perceptions, despite criticisms of such data (Kaufman et al.
1999; Knack 2006, cited in Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston, 2017, p.7).

According to the Corruption Perceptions Index and the Freedom from Corruption
Index (see Figure 1 below), levels of corruption in South Africa increased substantially
during the years 2009 to 2017 when Jacob Zuma (‘Zuma’) was president, although
there may now be a proto-recovery since his tenure ended.
Figure 1: Freedom from corruption index (1995-2021)

Source: The Heritage Foundation, 2021

The Control of Corruption indicator of the Worldwide Governance Indicators project
is one of the three indicators used by Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston to place a country
on a continuum between greater corruption and better governance (Mungiu-Pippidi
and Johnston, 2017, p.7), and the one most relevant to this study. It is an aggregate
measure which has been in existence since 1996. It includes expert scores and public
opinion surveys.
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Figure 2: Control of Corruption Indicator (1996-2019)

Source: Kaufmann, 2021

The perception-based data in Figure 2 augments the quantitative data in Figure 1 by
highlighting a steep decline in control of corruption, mainly during the Zuma era, and
a possible proto-recovery in the post-Zuma era. Perceptions of a decline in anticorruption enforcement could be due to the increasing number of high-level
corruption scandals involving billions of rand in the public domain for which there
have been no consequences (see, for instance, Open Secrets, 2020; PARI, 2017).
Despite any recent improvements, questions remain about the efficacy of South
7

Africa’s anti-corruption enforcement in respect of high-value or high-profile
corruption cases – those which implicate the most powerful members of society and
which are the most socio-economically destructive forms of corruption (Makinwa,
2020, p.13).

1.1.3

South Africa at a ‘tipping point’

Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston identify ‘consequences for corruption’ as a key indicator
of a country’s position on a continuum from a condition of greater corruption to one
of better governance (Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston, 2017, pp.9- 12). ‘(T)he Nobel
Prize question’ is what makes developing countries evolve from a condition of greater
corruption to one of better governance (Mungiu-Pippidi and Hartmann, 2020, p.17).
‘We still have insufficient knowledge of what could bring countries out of the vicious
circle of corrupt institutions’ (Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston, 2017, p.9) towards the
‘virtuous circle’ of good governance (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012, cited in MungiuPippidi and Johnston, 2017, p.4). While the pathway from corruption towards better
governance is complex and unpredictable, achieving better control of corruption is a
key factor that influences a country’s trajectory (Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston, 2017,
p.27). Anti-corruption enforcement by means of public investigation that provides
some form of accountability for corruption is one of the most important methods
(Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston, 2017, p.12).

The authors believe that South Africa could now be at the ‘tipping point’ of this
continuum (Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston, 2017, p.9) Whether South African
authorities are able to improve anti-corruption enforcement is an indicator of whether
the country will move towards a condition of better governance or one of greater
corruption.
8

1.1.4

Policy and legal framework for anti-corruption enforcement

1.1.4.1 Constitutional anti-corruption framework
This study is primarily concerned with the NPA as the institution mandated to
investigate and prosecute high-level corruption. The NPA operates in an institutional
context, among other enforcement institutions, and within a legal system that
prescribes the legal and normative boundaries of its operations. As such, relevant
aspects of this context will be discussed below.

South Africa is a common law country which received an adversarial framework of
criminal prosecution into its legal system from former colonising powers, the United
Kingdom (UK) and the Netherlands. South Africa became a constitutional democracy
in 1994 (WGB, 2010, p.7). Significantly, this occurred shortly before the beginning of
the global anti-corruption movement in 1996 when the president of the World Bank,
James Wolfhenson, adopted corruption as a policy priority (The World Bank, 2015). As
such, South Africa’s otherwise commendable constitutional architecture lacks explicit
provision for key anti-corruption checks and balances.

Case law has addressed this lacuna to some extent. The Constitutional Court found
that the South African state has a duty to create efficient anti-corruption mechanisms
in terms of the constitution and international law (Glenister v President of the RSA
[2011] 3 SA 347 at paras 172 and 178). However, the state is currently in breach of

this duty. For instance, South Africa still lacks an anti-corruption investigative
institution that conforms to the criterion of independence laid down by the
Constitutional Court in the Glenister case ten years ago (Hoffman, 2021).

9

Creative public interest litigation has been helpful in bringing some degree of
accountability for corruption (including, but not limited to, the landmark cases of
Economic Freedom Fighters v Speaker of the National Assembly and Others;
Democratic Alliance v Speaker of the National Assembly and Others [2016] ZACC 11;
AllPay Consolidated Investment Holdings (Pty) Ltd and Others v Chief Executive Officer
of the South African Social Security Agency and Others [2013] ZACC 42; 2014 (1) SA
604 (CC); and Earthlife Africa and Another v Minister of Energy and Others [2017]
ZAWCHC 50). Public interest litigation by civil society organisations has been
facilitated by three relatively unique factors: broad grounds of locus standi provided
in section(s) 38 of the Constitution and broad grounds of judicial review in terms of
which courts can review high-level executive conduct (Democratic Alliance v President
of the RSA 2013 (1) SA 248 (CC)) together with a comparatively independent judiciary
(The World Bank, 2021). While public interest litigation has exposed and halted some
corruption, it has not been able to replace effective public anti-corruption
enforcement.

10

Table 2: Policy and legal framework (most relevant only)
Legislation/Policy

Comment

The Constitution of the Republic Entered into force on 4 February 1997
of South Africa
United

Nations

Convention Ratified on 22 November 2004

Against Corruption
OECD Anti-Bribery Convention
International

Cooperation

Ratified on 12 June 2007
in Provides for mutual legal assistance

Criminal Matters Act 75 of 1996
Prevention and Combatting of Provides for criminal enforcement only (no
Corrupt Activities Act 12 of 2004

provision for administrative enforcement)

Prevention of Organised Crime Provides
Act 121 of 1998

for

asset

forfeiture

but

not

unexplained wealth orders

Criminal Procedure Act 51 of Provides for corporate criminal liability
1977
Special Investigating Units and Provides for civil recovery of state funds lost to
Special Tribunals Act 74 of 1996

maladministration by investigations initiated
by presidential proclamations

Protected Disclosures Act 26 of Limited protection for whistle blowers
2000
Companies Act 71 of 2008

Provides for the offences of failure to prepare
accurate accounting records and financial
statements, and enforcement via criminal or
administrative agencies

Policy: National Anti-Corruption No mention of NTRs
Strategy 2020-2030
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1.1.4.2 Legal framework governing prosecutorial discretion
Prosecution in South Africa is not mandatory; the law recognises the principle of
prosecutorial discretion in terms of s 179(2) of the Constitution read with s 20(1) of
the National Prosecuting Authority Act 32 of 1998. Prosecutorial discretion is guided
by prosecution policy. S 179(5) of the Constitution provides that the NPA may
determine its own policy (it is the only organ of state mandated to do so); The NDPP
must issue policy directives which must be observed in the prosecution process; and
she may intervene in the prosecution process when policy directives are not complied
with. The National Director of Public Prosecutions (NDPP) may review a decision to
prosecute or not to prosecute, after following the procedure set out in s 179(5)(d) of
the Constitution. Prosecutorial discretion, as an exercise of public power, is subject
to judicial review on the grounds of rationality (Democratic Alliance and Others v
Acting National Director of Public Prosecutions and Others 2012 ZASCA 15 paras 2337).

1.1.4.3 Lack of effective whistle-blower protection
There is a duty to report corruption in terms of s 34(1) of the Prevention of Corrupt
Activities Act 12 of 2004. The Protected Disclosures Act 26 of 2000 nominally protects
whistle blowers. However, the Phase 2 OECD report recommends that South Africa
improves whistle blower protection (WGB, 2010, p.74) and the Phase 3 Report notes
that this recommendation has not been implemented (WGB, 2014, p.77). To date, no
improvements have been made to the legal framework in respect of whistle-blower
protection.
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1.1.4.4 Corporate governance
Corporate criminal liability is provided for in terms of s 332 of the Criminal Procedure
Act 51 of 1977. Regulation 43 of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 created an obligation
for larger companies subject to the Act to establish a Social and Ethics committee in
order to comply with OECD recommendations (Powell, n.d.). The King Code of
Corporate Governance enhances ethical duties (Institute of Directors Southern Africa,
2016, pp.29-30) but is voluntary for most companies (Institute of Directors in South
Africa, 2018). Essentially, South Africa’s corporate governance framework provides
neither incentives for companies to comply with these obligations nor sanctions for
those which do not.

1.1.5

Institutional framework for anti-corruption enforcement

South Africa does not have a dedicated anti-corruption agency, but follows a ‘multiagency system’ in which several institutions have a mandate to investigate and
prosecute corruption (National Planning Commission, 2012, p.448). These agencies
have a constitutional obligation to cooperate with one another in terms of s 40(1) read
with s 41 of the Constitution.

Table 3: Institutional anti-corruption architecture (most relevant only)
No. Name

Mandate in respect of corruption

1.

Prosecute corruption

National Prosecuting
Authority
Investigating Directorate

Investigate and prosecute high-level corruption

13

Specialised Commercial

To investigate and prosecute complex commercial

Crime Unit

crimes before Specialised Commercial Crimes
Courts

2.

Asset Forfeiture Unit

Asset seizure and forfeiture

Special Investigating Unit

Presidential

proclamations

found

civil

investigations into misappropriated public funds
and claims before a Special Tribunal
3.

4.

South African Police Service

General crime investigation

Directorate for Priority Crime

Investigate

Investigation (Hawks)

commercial crime and high-level corruption

Crime Intelligence

Analyse crime information

Independent Police

Independent oversight body for police

serious organised

crime,

serious

Investigative Directorate
5.

State Security Agency

Provide government with information on domestic
and foreign threats to stability

6.

Inspector-General for

Independent oversight body for intelligence

Intelligence
7.

Anti-Corruption Task Team

A multi-agency team comprising members of the
Hawks, NPA, SIU (special Investigating Unit) and
SARS

8.

Public Protector

Investigate maladministration by organs of state
and make binding recommendations

9.

Auditor-General

Oversight of public funds

10.

South African Revenue

Tax authority

Service
14

11.

Companies and Intellectual

Mandated to enforce compliance notices in

Property Commission

respect of accounting (but not corruption-related)
offences; apparently no enforcement of this
offence

as

an

alternative

to

criminal

anti-

corruption enforcement
12.

13.

Financial Sector Conduct

Mandated to investigate financial sector abuse but

Authority

not corruption-related offences

Judicial Commissions of

The Commission of Inquiry into allegations of

Inquiry

fraud, corruption, impropriety or irregularity in

(selected)

the Strategic Defence Procurement Packages (the
‘Seriti Commission’)
Inquiry in terms of s 12(6) of the National
Prosecuting Authority Act 32 of 1998 (the
‘Mokgoro Commission’)

Commission of Inquiry into tax administration and
governance by the South African Revenue Service
(the ‘Nugent Commission’)

Commission
impropriety

of

inquiry

regarding

into

allegations

Public

of

Investment

Corporation (the ‘Mpati Commission’)

Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of
State Capture, Corruption and Fraud in the Public

15

Sector including Organs of State (the ‘Zondo
Commission’)

1.1.6

Public-private cooperation as an anti-corruption strategy

1.1.6.1 Public-private cooperation in international law
The notion of public-private cooperation in criminal law enforcement has a long
history - prosecutors have rewarded cooperation with leniency for hundreds of years
(Alschuler, 1979, p.14). Criminal proceedings against an accused are often
discontinued in exchange for the payment of a sum into public funds, or fulfilment of
another condition (Colomer, 2002, cited in Makinwa, 2020 at p.46). The United
Nations (UN) promotes public-private cooperation as a strategy to combat corruption
(Makinwa, 2020, p.14). Articles 12, 37 and 39 of the UN Convention Against
Corruption (UNCAC), read together, provide that State Parties shall consider
encouraging cooperation between law enforcement authorities and legal and natural
persons in exchange for leniency. Article 39 calls on states to encourage corporations
to cooperate with anti-corruption enforcement authorities by supplying information
or depriving offenders of the benefits of corruption. Article (Art.) 37 provides that
forms of cooperation could include the mitigation of punishment (Art. 37(2)), granting
a form of immunity (Art. 37(3)), and cooperation in multijurisdictional cases
(Art. 37(5)).

1.1.6.2 Forms of public-private cooperation in South Africa
This study will enquire into current policies and practices of public-private
cooperation; however, obtaining quantitative data in respect of this subject is
challenging. The WGB Phase 2 report cites one plea bargain in a foreign bribery case,
16

and states that the NPA is entering into plea bargain agreements in low-value
corruption cases (WGB, 2010, p.48). The NPA does not provide statistics in respect of
plea bargains for corruption-related offences (NPA, 2020, p.75) or any other types of
public-private cooperation in respect of corruption. Recourse will therefore be had to
other sources of data in the research section of this study.

Forms of leniency in exchange for cooperation
Leniency in exchange for cooperation exists in several forms in South African law.
First, s 204 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 provides that the court may
grant indemnity from prosecution to a cooperating witness. Secondly, s 105A of the
Criminal Procedure Act provides for plea bargaining. Thirdly, s 49E of the Competition
Act 89 of 1998 provides that the Competition Commission may grant leniency to
cooperating companies in antitrust matters.

South African Law Reform Commission (SALRC)
In 2002, the South African Law Reform Commission (SALRC) considered the
international trend towards negotiated settlements and concluded the following:
‘There is a definite need for legislation which will formalise out-of-court settlements
in criminal cases in South Africa’ (SALRC, 2002, p.xii). Unfortunately, these
recommendations were taken up only in respect of minor accused persons.

The amnesty proposal
The notion of public-private cooperation for corruption recently arose in the context
of the anti-corruption discourse in the form of a proposal that perpetrators of
corruption in South Africa should be granted amnesty (Appelbaum, et al., 2020). This
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proposal received the support of former Public Protector, Prof. Thuli Madonsela, a
recipient of Transparency International’s Integrity Award for her excellent anticorruption work during the Zuma era (World Justice Project, n.d.). Madonsela believes
that amnesty is necessary to deal with the widespread scale and ‘systemic’ nature of
corruption in South Africa (ENCA, 2020). She said that the purpose of the proposed
amnesty process would be to elicit information from implicated persons about
corruption and provide them with an opportunity to ‘pay their debt to society’ (ENCA,
2020). She qualified her recommendation by limiting it to ‘minor actors’, not
‘kingpins’ (ENCA, 2020).

The amnesty proposal consists of these public statements and one sparsely
referenced, non-peer-reviewed paper (Appelbaum, et al., 2020). It relies on one
example of amnesty for corruption as a comparator, namely the amnesty granted by
Hong Kong’s anti-corruption commission in the 1970s (Appelbaum, et al., 2020, p.4).
Amnesties for corruption have received limited attention by scholars, and are not
widely recognised as a legitimate anti-corruption strategy (U4, 2019). Calland warned
that amnesty would fail to deter corruption and undermine investor confidence in
South Africa’s governance (2020). The NDPP, Adv. Shamila Batohi, has publicly
criticised the amnesty proposal as lacking mechanisms to ensure accountability
(Batohi, 2020).

Controversy generated by the amnesty proposal (see, for instance, Weiner, 2020) is
probably attributable to events subsequent to the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC) in the 1990s. Amnesties were granted to applicants who disclosed
information about apartheid-era human rights violations to the TRC. After the period
for applications for amnesty closed, prosecutions were to follow, but this was
prevented by high-level political interference with the NPA (Smith, 2021). The
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resulting impunity for apartheid-era human rights violations has resulted in a trust
deficit in respect of the NPA (International Center for Transitional Justice, 2016).

Despite the controversy, the amnesty proposal has some value in that it accurately
diagnoses some of the challenges facing anti-corruption enforcement authorities,
namely the scale of corruption and resource constraints facing the NPA (Appelbaum,
et al., 2020, pp.15,28) ‘(W)hen corruption is systemic, it is unlikely that anticorruption institutions would even have the capacity to investigate and prosecute the
sheer number of corrupt acts and corrupt individuals that exist’ (Appelbaum, et al.,
2020, p.15). It encourages innovation in the face of these challenges (Appelbaum, et
al., 2020, p.28) and advocates a diluted form of the concept of public-private
cooperation.

The researcher proposes that leniency as a strategy to investigate corruption can and
should be reframed in a form that reinforces incipient enforcement efforts against
perpetrators of high-level corruption, strengthens preventative measures and
enhances rather than damages investor confidence. This paper poses the question: Is
there a better instrument available? Is there in existence another form of publicprivate cooperation that is widely used internationally, which has benefited from
empirical research and is more likely to help South Africa (SA) move toward better
anti-corruption enforcement, while addressing some of the root causes of corruption?

1.1.6.3 The growing use of Non-Trial Resolutions (NTRs)
Non-trial resolutions (NTRs) are defined as ‘any agreement between a legal or natural
person and an enforcement authority to resolve bribery cases without a full trial on
the merits of the allegations either before or after conviction (e.g. plea deals) or a
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non-conviction

mechanism

(e.g.

non-prosecution

or

deferred-prosecution

agreements)’ (OECD, 2019, p.11). Since South Africa already uses plea bargains, this
paper concerns the second type of NTRs, namely non-conviction-based NTRs, which,
for the sake of convenience, will simply be termed ‘NTRs’.

These instruments first arose within the ambit of the global anti-corruption discourse
in the early 2000s when the United States Department of Justice (US DOJ) innovated a
new method for enforcing corruption charges in terms of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act of 1977 (Makinwa, 2020, p.1). Using the inherent power of prosecutors
to withdraw charges in conjunction with Deferred Prosecution Agreements in terms
of the Speedy Trial Act (Garrett, 2017, p.1499), the DOJ developed various types of
resolutions to resolve corruption charges without a trial.

Since then, other countries, including the United Kingdom (UK), the Netherlands,
Brazil, Argentina, France, Israel, Japan, Chile, Canada and Australia have also
developed a legal framework to provide for NTRs (OECD, 2019, pp.6-9, 87-93). NTRtype instruments are also used to settle corruption cases out of court in countries
including Malaysia (Kline, 2021), Norway (International Bar Association, 2018, p.265),
and Germany (OECD, 2016, p.11). NTRs take different forms in each jurisdiction, from
administrative enforcement in Brazil to judicially supervised Deferred Prosecution
Agreements in the UK.

‘The last decade has seen a steady increase in the use of coordinated multijurisdictional non-trial resolutions … at a pace that has increased exponentially since
2016’ (Recommendation 6 Network, 2018). NTRs have become the primary
enforcement mechanism for foreign bribery rules and ‘could indirectly contribute to
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an overall increased enforcement’ rate for these offences (Recommendation 6
Network, 2018).

Figure 3: NTRs are a driver of anti-corruption enforcement

Source: OECD, 2019, p.22

The most recent NPA Annual Report states the following: ‘During the period under
review, with the support of international experts, a NPA task team explored the
applicability of NTRs in the South African context with a view to developing policycompliant guidelines for the NPA in the coming months’ (NPA, 2021, p.17).

1.2

The anti-corruption enforcement problem statement

The current state of anti-corruption enforcement in South Africa is currently one of
impunity for high-level corruption (ENCA, 2020; NPA, 2021, p.8). What is a realistic
objective for the future?

The National Anti-Corruption Strategy states that the government strives for a ‘zero
tolerance’ approach to corruption (South African Government, 2020, pp.7, 9, 24, 34).
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However, zero tolerance for corruption is not a realistic policy goal (U4, 2021, pp.15); neither is 100% anti-corruption enforcement: ‘If we cling to a principle which we
cannot actually implement, namely that there must be full accountability for all past
acts of corruption, we may disable ourselves from dealing with the matter at all, with
potentially disastrous results’ (Budlender, 2014, p.23).

Are there feasible anti-corruption reforms that could improve enforcement levels to
some extent? Would NTRs be a useful addition to South Africa’s anti-corruption
enforcement framework?

1.3

Research questions and the central working hypothesis

Main research question
Can public-private cooperation in the form of NTRs help South Africa move toward
better anti-corruption enforcement?

In order to answer the main research question, the researcher will explicitly address
the research sub-questions 1 and 2 below. Much of the study will be framed in terms
of these two research sub-questions. Each sub-question has two component parts,
(i.e. 1.a., 1.b., and 2.a., 2.b) which inform the study.

Sub-questions
1.

How did corruption affect anti-corruption enforcement during ‘the Zuma
years’ (2009-2017)?
a.

What are the characteristics of corruption in South Africa?

b.

How

have

these

types

of

corruption

affected

anti-corruption

enforcement in South Africa?
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2.

Would public-private cooperation in the form of non-conviction-based NTRs
be an effective anti-corruption enforcement strategy in SA?
a.

What are the current levels, policies and practices of public-private
cooperation in South Africa?

b.

Would NTRs improve levels of anti-corruption enforcement?

Central working hypothesis
Arising from the literature review and theoretical framework developed in light of the
research, the following hypothesis is proposed: Public-private cooperation in the form
of NTRs is likely to result in more effective anti-corruption enforcement in South
Africa. This hypothesis will be tested and re-tested against data and theory, and
reformulated in a process of dialogical engagement.

1.4

Justification of the research

South Africa is a uniquely transparent democracy, with a rich body of judicial findings
and investigative reporting on corruption-related themes. It may well be that South
Africa is a useful case study for research on aspects of corruption that are opaque in
other countries.

Despite any global relevance, this study was primarily undertaken to inform current
thinking on how to improve levels of anti-corruption enforcement in South Africa. As
such, it aims to be of practical use to anti-corruption reformers in South Africa at an
opportune moment to introduce such reforms. It is also intended to be a useful
contribution to a nascent body of empirical research on corruption in South Africa,
particularly on the theme of the effect of corruption on anti-corruption enforcement.
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This study aims to complement existing research on NTRs, which mainly explores
their use in developed countries and which would benefit from more empirical study
of their feasibility in developing countries.

1.5

Structure of the report

This study is comprised of six chapters. Chapter one briefly introduces necessary
information about the unique factors relevant to the study of anti-corruption
enforcement in South Africa. It introduces the themes, research questions and the
hypothesis in terms of which the study is framed. Chapter two comprises the literature
review. Chapter three describes the theoretical framework which informed the
research questions. Chapter four describes the research method and process. Chapter
five sets out the research findings and chapter six analyses these findings in terms of
the theoretical framework. Chapter seven arrives at recommendations and concludes
the study.
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Chapter 2:
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Synopsis

This chapter reviews the literature that was used to construct the theoretical
framework, mapping the major themes and debates in the relevant focus areas and
defining research gaps to which this thesis hopes to contribute. First, it will examine
literature relevant to the research sub-question: how did corruption affect anticorruption enforcement during the Zuma years? Secondly, it will consider literature
relevant to the sub-question: Can NTRs help South Africa move toward more effective
anti-corruption enforcement?

The first research sub-question involves a more complex enquiry than the second.
Seeking to understand the effect of corruption on anti-corruption enforcement, the
study will first survey literature on the characteristics of corruption in South Africa.
Second, it will consider literature on the effect of corruption on anti-corruption
enforcement. Agency theory will be discussed in light of its critique by collective
action theorists and the rebuttal to this critique. The paper will also briefly discuss
relevant aspects of neo-institutional theory.

The iterative research process
The coding of data informed the researcher’s choices about focus areas in the
literature in a process of dialogical engagement. The research process necessitated
revisiting the theoretical framework and adjusting it accordingly, adding to or
subtracting from the literature review in turn. This paper presents only the final
version of this process.
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2.2

Characteristics of corruption in South Africa

Before the release of the Public Protector’s report ‘State of Capture’ (2016), the South
African academic community, with few exceptions (see, for instance, Rapudi, 1999;
Camerer, 2009), had been largely silent on corruption (Olver, 2020, p.345). The
nature and scale of corruption had been hidden from public view, aside from a few
notable but apparently unrelated data points, such as the surprising use of a military
air base by the politically connected Gupta family (ENCA, 2013) and an apparently
irrational decision by the President to fire a reputable Finance Minister and his deputy,
causing a stock market crash (Perlman, 2017). ‘Join the dots’ the same former Finance
Minister urged the public shortly after he was fired (Kekana, 2017).

2.2.1

Building a narrative

Making sense of these apparently unconnected data points was the first task for South
African academics. After he was fired, the former deputy Finance Minister Mcebisi
Jonas met with academics to explain that South Africa was not just experiencing
‘corruption on a grand scale, it was exponentially more complex’ (Olver, 2020,p. 345).
The outcome of this meeting was two months of intensive collaboration by four South
African universities, resulting in the 2018 publication of the report ‘Betrayal of the
Promise’ (Chipkin and Swilling) which was later published as a book (Chipkin, 2018).
While much of the initial work on joining the apparently anomalous data points had
been done by investigative journalists, civil society and the courts, this report
established a narrative of the particular type of corruption that shaped the discourse.

If the report’s analytical framework is ‘scanty’ (Olver, 2020, p.348), this should be
understood as a consequence of the path-breaking nature of the work, which was a
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part of and informed the anti-corruption movement by civil society (Olver, 2020,
p.345).

‘State capture’ was a doctrine developed to describe corruption in Eastern Europe
(Hellman, et al., 2002). It was subsequently parachuted into the South African lexicon
by the Public Protector and has since assumed a hegemonic place in the discourse.
Other contributions to the study of state capture in South Africa include papers by
Dassah (2018), Madonsela (2019), Bracking (2018) and Chipkin (2021). Godinho and
Hermanus (2018) made a brief but significant contribution toward a nascent
decolonial theory of state capture, calling for the development of a more Africancentric definition of state capture. This was prefigured by Shai’s (2017) critique of a
Euro-American discourse of state capture.

2.2.2

Towards deeper analysis

Several key experts have used the term ‘systemic’ to describe corruption in South
Africa (ENCA, 2020; Olver, 2019; and von Holdt, 2021). Von Holdt understands
systemic corruption as one manifestation of ‘primitive accumulation’ by a nascent
black elite ‘through looting and subverting state institutions’ (2021, p. 7). More
research into systemic corruption in the South African context is required, including
links between systemic corruption, state capture and other types of corruption
discussed below.

The concept of ‘strategic corruption’ was first defined in a 2020 article (Zelikow, et
al.). As such, it is merely an emerging concept, but the phenomenon itself has been
identified in eastern and central Europe (Conley, et al., 2016, pp.1-3). Researchers
describe patterns of the use of corruption as a strategic weapon to advance Russian
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economic influence while simultaneously targeting anti-corruption enforcement
institutions (Conley, et al., 2016, pp.26-27; Traykov, 2021). There are correlations
between this research and the data collected for the purposes of this paper. These
patterns suggest a need for further empirical research.

Godinho and Hermanus (2018, p.26) were the first South African authors to observe
the geopolitical element of state capture. Aside from their contribution, ‘(r)elatively
little scholarship has been published that analyses and contextualises (the) Zuma-era
state capture process … in transnational light’ (Ries, 2020, p.475). Von Holdt
mentions that the corrupt networks stretch ‘across South Africa and far beyond – to
Russia, China, India and Dubai’ (2021, p. 1).

An article by Ries (2020) draws a connection between the use of corruption as a tool
of geopolitical influence, and the role of organised crime. She identifies the
similarities between the ‘thugocracies’ of the USA, Russia and South Africa.
‘Thugocracy’ is an under-researched theme and, as such, cannot be relied on to draw
conclusive conclusions. However correlations between the data and the patterns
described by this phenomenon are mentioned briefly in this paper as a theme that
warrants further empirical research.

2.3

Towards understanding the effect of corruption on anti-corruption
enforcement

Makinwa writes about the ways in which the traditional law enforcement framework
is structurally ill-suited to the task of anti-corruption enforcement (Makinwa, 2012,
pp.10-11, 40-46,52-54). Makinwa writes that the monopoly held by the state over anticorruption enforcement creates a ‘conflict of interests’ in which the political elite has
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a vested interest in a lack of anti-corruption enforcement (Makinwa, 2012, p.11). ‘The
crimes at the top of the pyramid that wreck the most havoc on society become the
most susceptible to a lack of political will to prosecute’ (Makinwa, 2020, p.1).
This theme is illustrated in narrative accounts of the effect of corruption on anticorruption enforcement in South Africa (see, for instance, Berning and Montesh, 2012;
Bruce, et al., 2021 and Foley, 2021 in Swilling et al., 2021; Camerer, 2020, p.289;
Thamm, 2021). A key theme of these narratives is the repeated appointment of
persons to positions of leadership in anti-corruption enforcement who serve private,
rather than public, interests. The good governance school of thought is implicit in the
recommendations of civil society organisations for increased transparency in anticorruption institutions (Corruption Watch and the Institute for Security Studies, 2019,
pp.3-5). There is space in the literature for further empirical analysis, grounded in a
more complex multidisciplinary theoretical framework, not only of what happened,
but also of how corruption affected anti-corruption enforcement.

Naidoo (2013, p.523) is the only author to address the question of how corruption
affected anti-corruption enforcement in South Africa, when he sought to explain the
‘intra and inter-institutional manoeuvring’ that hampers anti-corruption efforts.
Significantly, his source of data was a large-scale 2006 Public Service Commission
survey of government employees’ views on issues including corruption (Naidoo, 2013,
p.528).

At the micro-level, he found that some anti-corruption policies and procedures did
not work because public officials believed that they could ‘get away with’ corruption
(Naidoo, 2013, p.528). Naidoo correctly identifies this data as an indication of the
applicability of collective action theory. At the meso-level, anti-corruption institutions
framed in terms of agency theory existed in an ‘inhospitable institutional
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environment’ where they were vulnerable to collective action pressures flowing from
dynamics in the ruling party (Naidoo, 2013, p.538). Naidoo follows collective action
theorists in concluding that the principal-agent theory is a problematic tool for
analysis and institutional design (Naidoo, 2013, p.239).

2.3.1

The critique of agency theory by collective action theorists

The ‘founding pillar’ of the economic approach to analysing corruption is agency
theory, which emphasises the important role of incentives (Vannucci, 2015, p.5). For
many years, agency theory dominated anti-corruption discourse (Ugar and Dasgupta,
2011, cited in Marquette and Peifer, 2018, p.500) and informed most anti-corruption
reforms (Mungiu-Pippidi, 2011, p.7, cited in Marquette and Peifer, 2018, p.501). It
has often been interpreted to justify reforms based on the principles of increasing
transparency and reducing discretion in the hands of public officials (Marquette and
Peifer, 2018).

Agency theory has been criticised by collective action theorists on various grounds,
including that of an excessive focus on the role of the individual in contexts where a
systemic problem requires a systemic solution (Mungiu-Pippidi & Hartmann, 2020,
p.21). Collective action theory, which posits that the most important factor influencing
an individual’s choice between corrupt and non-corrupt behaviour is not incentives
but social norms, has informed a surge in anti-corruption initiatives (Marquette and
Peiffer, 2019, p.811).

According to the collective action school of thought, agency theory assumes the
existence of a non-corrupt principal, and this assumption is fatal to the theory:
‘Most importantly … we cannot assume the existence of “principled principals,” willing
to hold corrupt officials accountable, such as suggested by the principal-agent
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framework’ (Persson, et al., 2013, p.451). Naidoo (2013) uncritically accepts this
version of agency theory.

However, in terms of a rejoinder by Marquette and Peiffer (2018, p.503) collective
action theorists have misinterpreted principal-agent theory, which does not rest on
the assumption that the principal is necessarily non-corrupt. Rather, the original
theory is framed in terms of the ‘interests’ of principals and agents (see, for instance,
(Eisenhardt, 1989). In fact, several of the key texts introducing principal-agent theory
to the study of corruption explicitly cite examples of its application in which the
principal is corrupt (see, for instance, Rose-Ackerman, 2010, p.48 and Groenendijk,
1997, p.207). A robust debate ensued (see, for instance, Persson, et al., 2019 and
Marquette and Peiffer, 2019).
Martinsson and Stephenson argue that the two theories are complementary
(Stephenson, 2015). Stephenson writes that corruption is ‘always’ a principal-agent
problem and ‘often’ a collective action problem (Stephenson, 2015). The two types of
problem often coexist alongside or within one another (Marquette and Peifer, 2018,
p.503). Agency theory is ‘probably essential’ to understand corruption (Stephenson,
2015). ‘(I)t would be foolish to put aside a whole range of tools and theories that
might well be useful in addressing the problem because of a misguided notion that
the presence of a “collective action problem” negates the relevance of principal-agent
theory’ (Stephenson, 2015).

‘(A) holistic approach to corruption is mostly suggested …’ (Pope, 2000, cited in
Lambsdorff, 2007, p.28). ‘(T)he task at hand is too complex to rely on a single
theoretical tradition. If we want to generate sound policy advice, then only an
interdisciplinary approach is likely to be successful (Lambsdorff, 2007, p.28).
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2.3.2

Neo-institutional theory

Neo-institutional theory describes the informal ‘governance structure’ which
prescribes rules that regulate conduct of individuals within corrupt networks
(Vannucci, 2015, pp.18-19). Baez-Camargo and Ledevna (2017) introduce the concept
of ‘informal governance’ into the study of corruption in a persuasive account about a
strong informal system of norms and practices ‘amounting to a parallel structure’ of
governance (Anders, 2002, pp.23-24, cited in Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva, 2017,
p.52). Theirs is an overarching concept that may bridge the divide between agency
and collective action theories, and may well be located in the neo-institutional school
of thought. Von Holdt’s work can probably also be located in neo-institutional
paradigm, with its emphasis on a ‘pattern of practices’ with ‘sufficient coherence and
synergy to constitute an … informal political-economic system’ (von Holdt, 2021, p.5).

2.4

Public private cooperation as an anti-corruption strategy

Turning now to possible remedies for the effect of corruption on anti-corruption
enforcement, this study focuses on one theme in the United Nations Convention
Against Corruption (UNCAC): cooperation between anti-corruption enforcement
authorities and implicated natural/legal persons.

2.4.1

Public private cooperation in the anti-corruption lexicon

The Technical Guide to the UNCAC explains the reasons that the UN adopted publicprivate cooperation as an anti-corruption strategy (UNODC; UNICRI, 2009, p.218).
Pursuant to the UNCAC, various jurisdictions have promulgated laws or published
policy documents which give expression to this concept in different forms (see, for
instance, DOJ, 2020; UK Ministry of Justice, French Anti-Corruption Agency, 2011).
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2.4.2

A shift toward non-trial resolutions (NTRs)

NTRs in academic discourse
Non-trial resolutions (NTRs) can be located in two academic discourses. First, out-ofcourt settlements are discussed in the general literature on corporate crime
enforcement, since they are used for a wide variety of economic offences in various
jurisdictions (Garrett, 2017, pp.1484-1485). Secondly, in the anti-corruption
discourse, out-of-court settlements to resolve corruption charges are the subject of a
smaller body of literature about their use in this discrete field. This paper will
accordingly focus on the NTR literature within the anti-corruption discourse and refer
to relevant aspects of the corporate crime enforcement literature where necessary.

‘Non-trial resolutions’ (OECD, 2019) is a technical term exclusive to the anticorruption discourse. It was coined to describe different forms of out-of-court
settlements that are used to resolve corruption cases. They are variously known as
‘negotiated resolutions’ by the US DOJ (US DOJ and SEC, 2012), ‘negotiated resolution
agreements’ by the World Bank (Makinwa, 2020, p.47) ‘negotiated settlements’
(Makinwa and Soreide, 2020) and ‘structured settlements’ (International Bar
Association, 2018).

Negotiated settlements for various economic offences, as used in the USA, have
benefitted from a robust discussion in the literature for some time (see, for instance,
Alexander, 2015; Arlern, 2018; Arlern and Buell, 2020; Garrett, 2016; Garrett, 2017).
As the use of these instruments has spread from the USA to many other jurisdictions
in respect of corruption-related offences, the literature on NTRs has grown (see, for
instance: Makinwa, 2012; Makinwa, 2013; Makinwa, 2015).
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In 2017 the OECD High Level Advisory Group on Anti-corruption and Integrity wrote:
‘(P)roperly structured negotiated settlements (rather than full trials to
conviction and punishment)… can be a very effective tool in reducing
bribery. (T)he use of … non-trial resolutions … has increased
dramatically around the world. The panel found that the use of non-trial
resolutions suffered from inadequate international consistency and
cooperation. To be truly effective as a tool against corruption it requires
the proper balance of enforcement and incentives. To be perceived as
fair and to be acceptable to the public, many stakeholders’ interests
must be better addressed than they now are’ (Recommendation 6
Network, 2020).
More research was clearly needed to inform policy positions. The WGB embarked on
a significant project of consultation, the aim of which was to issue recommendations
on the use of non-trial resolutions. Submissions from civil society organisations,
prosecutors, the private sector and a group of experts from academia and civil society
were considered.

A substantial step forward was taken when two large scale studies were commissioned
– one by the International Bar Association (International Bar Association, 2018) and
another by the OECD (OECD, 2019). These empirical studies, published in 2018 and
2019 respectively, gathered large samples of quantitative and qualitative data, and
have informed subsequent policy and academic research.

The first book on NTRs, Negotiated Settlements in Bribery Cases, was published in
2020 (Soreide and Makinwa, 2020). The major question addressed by the book is:
What rules or principles should govern NTRs? (Davis, 2020, p.260).

Theories of punishment, (Hawley, et al., 2020, p.311) criminal justice principles
(Makinwa, 2020, p.48) and economic theory inform the discussion (Low and Prelogar,
2020). The book sets out the advantages of NTRs, for instance, efficiency (Davis,
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2020, p.269) and the incentivisation of cooperation and remediation (Makinwa, 2020,
p.44). It is also forthright about disadvantages, for instance, that the process of
designing NTR regimes is vulnerable to capture (Garrett, 2020, p.40). Writers
highlight some shortcomings of NTRs in practice (Hawley, et al., 2020, pp.309-346)
and advise that optimisation of NTR frameworks require harmonisation with parallel
systems, such as debarment (Williams-Elegbe, 2020). Other concerns are unpacked,
for instance, a concomitant failure to prosecute responsible individuals that could
undermine deterrence goals (Arlern, 2020, p.198).

The Recommendation 6 Network of experts developed a list of eight principles
(together with explanatory notes) which should govern the use of NTRs. Broadly
speaking, these principles endorse the use of NTRs, provided they are guided by
principles including those of transparency, fairness and accountability.

While the International Bar Association (IBA) and OECD studies gathered data on NTRs
for both legal and natural persons, the academic literature reflects a preoccupation
with NTRs for legal persons. This could be because in the USA and the UK, where NTRs
have been used longer than in other jurisdictions, they are predominantly used in
respect of legal persons. The research gap with respect to the use of NTRs for
individuals may reflect greater levels of use of this instrument in non-English-speaking
jurisdictions, such as Brazil and Germany. It is to be hoped that recent South American
research on NTRs will be translated into English (see, for instance, Pimenta, 2020).
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Chapter 3:
3.1

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Synopsis

The final theoretical framework was selected late in the coding process, after an
unexpected discovery led the researcher to re-evaluate earlier choices of theory. This
chapter discusses several conceptions of corruption and the interlinkages between
them. Then it sets out the two key concepts used to understand the effect of
corruption on anti-corruption enforcement: ‘dis/incentives’ in terms of agency theory
and ‘sanctions’ in terms of ‘informal governance’. Finally, it presents theory relevant
to public-private cooperation in the form of NTRs.

3.2

Conceptualising corruption in South Africa

This section will explore ‘state capture’, ‘systemic corruption’, ‘strategic
corruption’, ‘thugocracy’ and interlinkages between them.

3.2.1

State capture

‘State capture’ describes a phenomenon in which private actors capture not only rents
but also key state functions, such as law enforcement (Hellman and Kaufman, 2018).
South Africa has experienced a form of state capture in which the institutional
architecture of the constitutional state was deliberately ‘repurposed’ to suit ‘rentseeking networks’ and a ‘shadow state’ was systematically created in a process akin
to a ‘silent coup’ (Public Affairs Research Institute, 2017, p.2). State capture required
and entailed the ‘weakening of accountability’ mechanisms and institutions (Swilling
et al., 2021, p.20).
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The ‘State of Capture’ report made the binding recommendation that a judicial
commission of inquiry into allegations of state capture by a corrupt network, including
the President, must be established (The Public Protector, 2016, p.353). This finding
implied that the criminal justice sector was captured and unable to resolve allegations
of corruption, thus requiring an entirely new institution to investigate such allegations
(Corruption Watch and the Institute for Security Studies, 2019).

Zibi narrates a ‘phenomenon of decimating law enforcement and prosecutorial
agencies… An environment in which the corrupt could act with impunity
was…created’ (Zibi, 2021, p.61). Camerer (2020, p.289) describes a ‘politicised
appointment process in the senior ranks of the public service (in particular, those
charged with criminal justice) (which) has served to undermine independence, trust
and institutional capacity in the prosecution service. This has enabled the prevalence
of corruption and state capture’. Thamm (2021, p.257) reports intra-institutional
‘weaponisation of disciplinary proceedings coupled with reports commissioned from
private legal and accounting firms… which (were) used to justify trumped up charges
(against those who tried to expose corruption)’. Swilling et al. (2021, p.20) write about
the subversion of formal legal structures by the ‘informal structures that have become
corrupted and predatory’ but do not analyse how this happened.

3.2.2

Systemic corruption

Swilling et al. (2021, p.20) write that ‘state capture…. is systemic’, possibly
indicating conceptual linkages

between ‘state capture’

and

‘systemic

corruption’ that merit further consideration. The former Public Protector Prof.
Thuli Madonsela and former deputy Finance Minister Mcebisi Jonas, have
repeatedly stated that corruption in South Africa is ‘systemic’ (Grootes, 2021).
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The terms ‘systemic corruption’ and ‘rampant corruption’ are sometimes used
interchangeably (see, for example, Persson, et al., 2013, p.450). However, for
the purpose of this paper, Pasculli’s comprehensive definition is most helpful,
portraying as it does the notion that systemic corruption extends to all sectors
and levels in society, and embodies different types of conduct:
‘Systemic corruption is the normalised resort, across different levels and
sectors of society (emphasis mine), to abuses of entrusted private or
public power as ordinary means to pursue personal interests … As such,
it consists not only of criminal conduct, such as bribery offences, but of
any other illegal or even unethical behaviours (Grasso, 2017; Huisman
and Vande Walle, 2010; Gray, 2013, cited in Pasculli, 2019, p.706).

3.2.3

Strategic corruption
‘(C)orruption has always posed a threat to the rule of law and stood in the
way of protecting basic civil and economic rights. What is new, however,
is the transformation of corruption into an instrument of national strategy.
In recent years, a number of countries—China and Russia, in particular—
have found ways to take … corruption … and transform it into a weapon
on the global stage. Countries have done this before, but never on the
scale seen today’ (Zelikow, et al., 2020).

Eastern European scholars write that there are links between systemic corruption at a
local level and ‘geopolitical pressure from Russia’ (Centre for the Study of Democracy,
2018, p.7). Corrupt networks ‘are no longer simply tools for personal enrichment and
economic opportunism, but also instruments of concerted political influence’ (Centre
for the Study of Democracy, 2018, p.13).

Russia is one of the global powers that expands its geopolitical influence by means
of economic power, ‘pre-existing security networks’ and a ‘skilful use of traditional
soft power in order to exploit and amplify strategic vulnerabilities across the Western
Balkans’ (Centre for the Study of Democracy, 2018, p.53; Conley et al., 2016, pp.2627). A defining feature of the networks is the link between state security agents,
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organised crime and government (Conley, et al., 2016, p.XII). The interconnectedness
between corruption, the intelligence services and organised crime is a component of
‘strategic corruption’ as well as ‘thugocracy’ described below.

Conley et al. draw a link between inherent weaknesses of the criminal justice system,
for instance, lengthy and complex trials, and impunity, writing that corrupt actors
deliberately exploit such weaknesses in Western institutions, including anticorruption enforcement (Conley, et al., 2016, p.27). Anti-corruption enforcement
institutions are vulnerable partly due to the complex and lengthy nature of trials
(Conley, et al., 2016, pp.26-27). ‘Over time, the host countries’… institutions become
compromised to such a point (that) the very institutions — anti-corruption offices,
interior ministries, prosecutors’ offices — that are designed to combat corruption and
monopolistic practice are fully disabled …’ (Conley, et al., 2016, p.26).

Soon after Zuma was elected President, Russia ‘launched a major push to establish
close ties with South Africa’s security apparatus’, including close collaboration and
training (Weiss and Rumer, 2019, p.8). Some scholars have noted the attempts by
Russia to pressure the Zuma government to conclude an unaffordable nuclear deal
(Weiss and Rumer, 2019, pp.9-12) which was later overturned by the courts (Earthlife
Africa Johannesburg and Another v Minister of Energy and Others [2017] ZAWCHC
50). Kachur (2021, p.286) observes that this correlates with a pattern identified by
Eastern European scholars where the energy sector is a key focus of attempts by
Russia, in partnership with local corrupt politicians, to capture enormous rents from
smaller states (Conley, et al., 2016, pp.10, 14). As an emerging concept, particularly
in relation to South Africa, ‘strategic corruption’ appears relevant, yet should be used
tentatively, as a prompt toward further study.
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3.2.4

Thugocracy

‘Thugocracy’ is an overlapping concept used to describe ‘the often violent marriage
of corrupt government, shadow business and organised crime, often abetted by
security agencies … in projects of sophisticated state capture … at every level of scale
… It is related to, but far more penetrative and society-rupturing than its “skim some
profit from the top” cousin kleptocracy’ (Ries, 2020, pp.474-476). ‘Reflection on the
Russian mafia and its integration with political and business elites can provide
conceptual frames for thinking about the projects and methods … of the dramatic
state capture episode in Zuma’s South Africa’ (Ries, 2020, p.476).

‘The South African experience has structural commonalities with but also
direct international connections to state capture projects globally since
the early 1990s (Ries, 2020, p.475). These are transnational, security
service, and mafia-aided projects to criminalise states, to pry open
spigots for state resources, and to make them capturable for both private
enrichment and for strategic, geopolitical weaponisation’ (Zelikow et al.,
2020, cited in Ries, 2020, p.475).
‘State capture at a thugocratic scale’ harnesses organised crime: creating complex
networks to facilitate and ensure the criminal penetration of the economy, including
attacks on the rule of law (Ries, 2020, p.478). ‘Thugocrats … and their armies … go
out of their way to abolish oversight, transparency, restraint or regulation. They injure
the law through threat, harassment, demotion, reputation smearing, libel, financial
punishment, murder, and many other means’ (Ries, 2020, p.481).
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3.3

Towards understanding the effect of corruption on anti-corruption
enforcement

This chapter sets out the two main theories used to analyse the data in the research
section of the study. It unpacks the concepts ‘dis/incentives’ in terms of agency
theory, and ‘enforcement mechanisms’ in the form of ‘informal governance’.

3.3.1 Agency theory in the South African context
In terms of agency theory, decision-making power is delegated by a principal to an
agent who is tasked with realising the interests of the principal. The classic ‘principalagent problem’ is that the interests of the agent may not coincide with those of the
principal and the principal is not well placed to observe the agent, so information
asymmetry exists between them (Eisenhardt, 1989, p.58). In conventional agency
theory, the original principal can be conceived of as the public, which delegates its
decision-making power to a ‘political sovereign’ who, in turn, delegates decisionmaking power down a ‘complex chain of principal-agent relationships’ to public
officials (Vannucci, 2015, p.8). As such, a person can be at once principal and agent
in a ‘double principal-agent problem’ (Marquette and Peifer, 2018, p.501).

The principal usually seeks to develop mechanisms in the form of rules, norms and
practices to control the manner in which the agent exercises the decision-making
power delegated by the principal (Vannucci, 2015, p.9). The key assumption of
principal-agent theory is that all humans are rational utility-maximising individuals
(Eisenhardt, 1989, p.58). As such, agency theory is one subset of the more general
rational choice theory which informs several other models, including game theory
(Kiser, 1999, p.146).
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‘(I)ncentives are intended to create a motivation for the agent to act in the principal’s
best interest without having to give up his or her self-interested goals’ (Teichmann,
2017, p.33). The concept of incentives includes rewards for agents who act in the
interests of the principal (Teichmann, 2017, p.33) or ‘disincentives’ (Groenendijk,
1997, p.212) or the more severe ‘control’ (Marquette and Peifer, 2018, p.501) for
those who do not.

According to an interviewee, a former NPA leader, ‘if you want to understand
corruption in South Africa, read Karl von Holdt.’ Prof. von Holdt’s work provides
necessary background to understand the relevance of agency theory to the South
African context. South Africa is the most economically unequal country in the world
(World Population Review, 2021). Inequality is ‘structural’ and ‘racial’ and is the
consequence of ‘three centuries of conquest, dispossession, insecurity and
oppression’ (von Holdt, 2021, p.2). During South Africa’s transition from apartheid to
democracy in the 1990s, a negotiated settlement resulted in transfer of political rights
from the white minority to the black majority without a concomitant transfer of wealth
(von Holdt, 2021, p.1). This ‘failure to transform the economy with its staggering
levels of inequality, poverty and unemployment’ now shapes ‘elite contestation’ over
how to accumulate wealth (von Holdt, 2021, pp.1-2).

In this context, it is possible to understand why von Holdt believes that ‘the primary
socio-economic force in post-apartheid South Africa … is the desire for upward
mobility among black South Africans’, and the strength of this force is insufficiently
understood (von Holdt, 2021, p.13). He writes that the primary driver of corruption is
the struggle by an ‘ambitious black elite to accumulate wealth’ via ‘limited avenues’
in the absence of sufficient redistributive mechanisms (von Holdt, 2021, p.2).
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Following Festus Iyayi (1986) and Mushtaq Khan (2000), von Holdt classifies South
Africa’s predominant type of corruption as ‘primitive accumulation by an emerging
post-colonial elite that lacks the wealth and capital to fully establish itself as the
dominant class in such societies’ (von Holdt, 2021, p.4). Khan (2006, pp.233-240)
writes that ‘primitive accumulation’ occurs in transition societies where ‘powerful
groups and factions in society are likely to be engaged in a struggle to … capture
weakly protected assets using their political power’.

Von Holdt writes that that ‘the primary socio-economic force in post-apartheid South
Africa … (is the) desire for upward mobility among black South Africans’ (von Holdt,
2021, p.13). He writes that this ‘desire for wealth and ambition for power’ are ‘driven
by a deep sense of how constraining and humiliating the history of colonialism and
apartheid have been’ and have been in evidence since the democratic transition (von
Holdt, 2021, p.13).‘”It’s about self-interest,”’ he quotes an interviewee as saying (von
Holdt, 2021, p.13).

3.3.2

Informal governance

Von Holdt writes that corruption is an ‘emerging set of practices that together may
constitute … an informal political-economic system … a set of interlocking networks
that reinforce and compete with each other in mutually understood ways’ (von Holdt,
2021, p.5). It is essential to understand how the relationships in the network cohere
and are maintained (von Holdt, 2021, p.14). The ways in which this happens are
under-researched and, as such, remain largely opaque. This is precisely the
phenomenon this paper intends to make a contribution towards understanding.
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A party to a corrupt bargain faces the risk of being cheated by the other party. Since
the contract is secretive and unlawful, it is concluded without recourse to statesponsored enforcement mechanisms, such as the courts (Lambsdorff, 2002, p.222
cited in Vannucci, 2015, p.18). Therefore, parties tend to resort to extra-legal informal
‘enforcement mechanisms’ - informal rules which prescribe the costs and rewards of
dis/obeying the rules (Vannucci, 2015, p.18). Neo-institutional theory describes the
informal ‘governance structure’ which regulates corrupt exchanges (Vannucci, 2015,
pp.18-19). ‘(I)nformal codes and governance structures provide internal stability and
enforcement mechanisms to illegal dealings … reducing uncertainty among partners’
(Vannucci, 2015, p.19).

Rewards could be influence, resources, information or power. The type of costs
imposed depend on the nature of the informal institutions, and include different
forms of force, both direct and indirect (Vannucci, 2015, p.21). These costs ‘reduce
uncertainty by establishing a stable (but not necessarily efficient) structure to human
interactions (North, 1990, p.6 cited in Vannucci, 2015, p.22).

Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva (2017) further developed the concept of ‘informal
governance’. They write that, in contexts where corruption is systemic, ‘informal
norms and practices’ within complex networks amount to a ‘parallel structure’ within
state institutions (Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.52). To the extent that such
norms and practices perform important regulatory functions similar to the formal
institutions within which they operate, they constitute a type of governance system
(Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.52). This informal governance system binds
and reinforces alliances within the corrupt network by allocating sanctions to persons
who disobey the unwritten rules, thereby protecting the network (Baez-Camargo and
Ledeneva, 2017, p.52).
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Three key modalities of informal governance systems are ‘co-optation, control and
camouflage’ (Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.52).

Co-optation
‘Prebendal co-optation’ is a top-down pattern of recruitment in which ‘strategically
relevant actors’ are ‘tied’ to the regime elite (Van de Walle, 2012, cited in BaezCamargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.53), ensuring elite cohesion and regime stability
(Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.54). Allies are appointed into key positions,
where they enjoy ‘impunity’ for corruption in exchange for mobilising and maintaining
loyalty to the elite (Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.55). A lack of prosecution
of corrupt politicians is a hallmark of informal governance (Baez-Camargo and
Ledeneva, 2017, p.57). People familiar with these institutions come to expect
‘irregularities’ in appointments which signify prebendal co-optation (Baez-Camargo
and Ledeneva, 2017, p.55). Another relevant form of recruitment to corrupt networks
is ‘horizontal co-optation’ in which symbiotic relationships are formed between
politicians, business and organised crime.

Control
Control of corrupt networks is important because their secretive nature results in
covert contestation for resources (Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.62).
Enforcement mechanisms to maintain order include the following: ‘Top down, direct
control’ and ‘Indirect control’. First, ‘top down, direct control’ consists of
‘demonstrative punishment and selective law enforcement’ (Baez-Camargo and
Ledeneva, 2017, p.62). This modality combines impunity for the abovementioned
officials who shore up support for the elite with an ‘atmosphere of “suspended
punishment”’ for enemies and potential enemies of the informal order (Ledeneva,
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1998, cited in Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.62). Methods include ‘highly
personalised monitoring and reporting practices within Putin’s network’ (BaezCamargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.64). Informal control is exercised in a manner that
is ‘hierarchical’, ‘rigid’, ‘brutal’ and yet ‘subtle’ (Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva, 2017,
p.63). Secondly, ‘indirect control patterns of blackmail and self-censorship’ are more
subtle methods of control which are no less effective than direct methods’ (BaezCamargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.64).

Camouflage and creative control
‘Hidden constitutions’ is a term used by the authors to describe situations where the
formal institutional architecture does not reflect how real power is exercised. The
‘formal rules and institutions of the public sector’ constitute ‘institutional facades’
which are maintained in order to conceal the reality of the extent to which corrupt
networks control these institutions (Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.68). ‘The
camouflage patterns of informal governance serve in a functionally ambivalent way:
they support the formal facades of the regime but only to subvert them …’ (BaezCamargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.68). Camouflage patterns are indicated by an
‘implementation gap’, which is a disjunction between official commitment to anticorruption measures and actual anti-corruption enforcement levels (Baez-Camargo
and Ledeneva, 2017, p.69).

3.4

Public-private cooperation as an anti-corruption strategy

Turning now to possible remedies, Articles 12, 13, 37 and 39 of the UNCAC encourage
States parties to offer various forms of leniency to cooperating persons, including
reduction in punishment and/or some form of immunity from prosecution in line with
the law of the States parties (UNODC; UNICRI, 2009, p.120). Article 30(3) further
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provides that States parties shall ensure the effectiveness of anti-corruption
measures, with due regard to the need to deter corruption. Articles 32 and 33 require
States parties to consider measures to protect reporting persons. Article 32(1) is a
mandatory provision which requires that States parties must provide effective
protection for witnesses.

The Technical Guide to the UNCAC explains that the concept of public-private
cooperation originated in the experience of law enforcement with organised crime
(UNODC; UNICRI, 2009, p.218). In both corruption and organised crime, violations are
committed by secretive and compartmentalised networks, and access to information
from a person within the network is indispensable to investigators (UNODC; UNICRI,
2009, p.218). Persons are more likely to cooperate if they are assured of protection;
thus, protection plays an important role in ensuring effective public-private
cooperation (UNODC; UNICRI, 2009, pp.102-103).

Corrupt networks use sophisticated schemes involving multi-layered chains or
interjurisdictional structures, often in corporate secrecy jurisdictions, that conceal the
beneficial owners using nominees or professional intermediaries (Makinwa, 2020,
p.15; Soreide and Makinwa, 2020, p.2). Bribes are concealed in forms resembling
legitimate business transactions in schemes designed by teams of highly qualified
professionals, resulting in information asymmetry between law enforcement and
implicated parties (Soreide and Makinwa, 2020, p.2).

The problem that public-private cooperation seeks to solve is the limited effectiveness
of the traditional criminal justice system, with its high burden of proof, its ex post
focus on the punishment of individuals, and its territory-bound jurisdiction, when
faced with complex multijurisdictional economic crime (Makinwa, 2012, pp.4-11, 5647

57; Makinwa, 2020, pp.1, 9-12). The criminal justice system was designed to protect
the rights of individuals to a fair trial in an historical context where the power of the
state grossly outweighed that of the accused; however, in a contemporary context,
the power wielded by multinationals often eclipses that wielded by states, particularly
in the developing world (Makinwa, 2012, pp.4-11, 56-57). Furthermore, ruling elites
face a conflict of interests in enforcing anti-corruption laws (Carrington, cited in
Makinwa, 2012, p.10). ‘Traditional criminal prosecution, which can be defined as a
prosecution model that focuses on punishment, ex post, after the act of foreign
bribery has been discovered, cannot be described as ‘‘effective’’, ‘‘proportionate’’ or
‘‘dissuasive’’ where the process can be so easily subverted by the corrupt actors
themselves’ (Makinwa, 2020, p.1).

Public-private cooperation is a helpful strategy to circumvent the compromised state
(Makinwa, 2012, p.53). It offers advantages both to the state and the implicated
person (Makinwa, 2020, p.15). This approach has found increasing application in the
global anti-corruption movement, where there is ‘a perceptible shift from statecentred, single-actor, punishment-focused approaches, to approaches that favour
public/private cooperation and prevention’ (International Bar Association, 2018,
p.24). The form of public-private cooperation which has been the most successful so
far is NTRs, which have become the predominant mode of enforcement in large-scale
foreign bribery cases (Makinwa, 2020, p.4).
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3.4.1

Non-trial resolutions

Figure 4: The regulatory pyramid of anti-corruption enforcement mechanisms

Increasingly
resourceintensive

A full trial on the merits
more appropriate for higherlevel individual offenders

Information
and/or
evidence

Conviction-based NTR
judicially sanctioned criminal
penalties with cooperation
e.g. plea agreement with guilty
plea to avoid trial

Increasing
number of
resolutions
feasible

Non-conviction-based NTR
penalties and/or disgorgement with remediation,
more appropriate for corporations and lowerlevel individual offenders

Criminal resolution
e.g. deferred prosecution
agreement,
sometimes with judicial oversight

Administrative resolution
civil penalties
onus: balance of
probabilities

Various types of NTRs are in use, from plea bargains to administrative resolutions. In
descending order of leniency, the US DOJ uses plea bargains, Deferred Prosecution
Agreements, Non-Prosecution Agreements and Declinations to resolve charges in
terms of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) (US DOJ and SEC, 2012, pp.75-79).
The type of resolution used and the amount of leniency granted depends on factors
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including the cooperation received from the implicated party (US DOJ and SEC, 2012,
pp.75-79).

‘Carrot and stick’
NTRs provide a ‘carrot and stick’ combination of incentives and sanctions to persuade
implicated persons to cooperate with authorities (OECD, 2019, p.82). Properly
structured NTRs provide clear, predictable incentives for implicated persons to selfreport corruption to authorities, cooperate with them and remediate through financial
sanctions and improved anti-corruption compliance measures (Arlern, 2020, p.170).
This facilitation of public-private cooperation improves the government’s ability to
detect and sanction misconduct, improving legitimacy (Arlern, 2020, p.170) and
disrupting impunity for corruption (Makinwa, 2020). The ‘stick’ is also indispensable:
for an NTR framework to function optimally, there needs to be a ‘material, salient risk
that unreported misconduct will be detected and punished’ (Arlern, 2020, p.168).

Benefits of NTRs
NTRs are described as ‘logical’, ‘practical’ and ‘realistic’ (Makinwa, 2012, p.109). They
are necessary in order to deal with a crime that is difficult to prosecute because it
takes place across jurisdictions via complex, multi-layered corporate structures,
protected by rules of financial secrecy (Makinwa, 2020, pp.11-12). They facilitate for
coordinated global settlements in ways that would not be possible with trials (OECD,
2019, p.14).

Instead of an ex post approach focusing on isolated acts of individual conduct, NTRs
offer a ‘systems approach that goes beyond targeting individual ‘bad apples’ (U4,
2021, p.i). By incentivising self-reporting and cooperation, they help to address the
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resource and information asymmetries between prosecutors and the complex
multijurisdictional corporate structures and schemes characteristic of corrupt
networks (Makinwa, 2012, p.54). By incentivising the ex ante prevention of corruption,
NTRs can be more effective in addressing both the root causes and the true costs of
corruption (Makinwa, 2020, pp.13-14) which are not the bribes themselves but other
costs to the society (Rose-Ackerman, 1996, p.3). By incentivising public-private
cooperation, NTRs can short-circuit compromised institutions, thus helping to break
the ‘vicious cycle’ of ‘impunity’ (Makinwa, 2020, p.19).

Arlern writes that NTRs ‘have brought billions of dollars into the US Treasury … and
have also led companies around the world to improve their compliance programs’
(2020, p.157). ‘Absent these tools … corporate wrongdoers face little risk of criminal
sanction because they are unlikely to be caught and even less likely to be sanctioned’
(Arlern, 2018, p.16).

NTRs facilitate cooperation between enforcement agencies in a way that would not be
possible with trials. ‘This trend is likely to continue, especially as countries continue
to cooperate in the investigatory stages, strengthen their anti-corruption laws, and
prioritise prosecutions of foreign bribery’ (Arlern, 2018, p.38). This could lead to
increased collaboration between prosecutors in countries on the ‘supply-side’ of
bribery and those on the ‘demand side’ (Makinwa, 2020).

Risks of NTRs
Dispensing with resource-intensive and time-consuming trials could also have
negative consequences. ‘There are legitimate concerns that non-trial resolutions can
be susceptible to abuse or misuse, thus compromising fairness, due process and
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effective law enforcement and leading to a lack of public confidence that wrongdoers
are being held appropriately accountable’ (Recommendation 6 Network, 2018).

The pragmatism that is a virtue of NTRs can jeopardise time-honoured principles of
criminal law. Because NTRs are designed to avoid trials, they signify certain principles
of criminal justice, particularly due process and/or fair trial principles (Soreide and
Vagle, 2020, p.128). Generally, due process and fair trial principles are synonymous
with rights, such as that to a ‘public trial by an independent and impartial tribunal
established by law’, the right to silence and to avoid self-incrimination (Goss, 2014,
p.1). NTRs potentially infringe all these rights.

Fair trial rights are based on the assumption that rules of criminal procedure operate
in the context of a powerful state and a less powerful individual accused. Where the
accused is a powerful multinational corporation which cannot be jailed, often in
possession of more resources than the prosecuting authority, this assumption is
called into question. In such cases, principles of fairness and due process can be
manifested in different forms from traditional ones. In the view of Soreide and Vagle
(2020, p.130), public trust in the justice system is a function of its legitimacy which,
in turn, depends on the extent to which basic principles of criminal justice, such as
due process rights, are upheld. The researcher would add that a lack of anticorruption enforcement erodes public trust in the justice system; and a balance
between principle and pragmatism should be sought.

There are also important concerns that deviating from the norm of the criminal trial
may breach important legal principles, such as the rule of law and the separation of
powers. Arlern criticises the US framework which, she believes, violates the doctrine
of the separation of powers because it allows prosecutors to impose mandates on
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firms in respect of their future conduct (2016, p.192). ‘Executive branch discretion
falls presumptively outside the rule of law when executive branch officials have
authority to create and impose new duties, both with little effective ex ante limitations
on their authority and without any effective ex post limitations’ (Arlern, 2016, p. 194).
Prof. Richard Epstein briefly addresses the issue of the executive trespassing into the
domain of the judiciary (sentencing) when he writes in a media article that DPAs ‘turn
… the prosecutor into judge and jury, thus undermining our principles of separation
of powers’ (Epstein, 2006).

Makinwa writes that such arguments are more appropriate for the developed world,
for:
‘countries that have mature democracies, stable economies, and more
sophisticated law enforcement…. However, in demand side countries,
where compromised institutions of governance may reduce a society
to a fragile state, mechanisms that bypass these corruption-vulnerable
institutions may be of relevance. Furthermore, when the broader
ramifications of the effects of foreign bribery are considered, NTRs,
by encouraging corruption prevention can break the vicious cycle of
corruption and usher in the rule of law. A central argument in this
paper is therefore that NTRs, by encouraging corruption prevention
ex ante is a more reliable method of promoting ‘integrity,
accountability and management of public affairs and public property’
(Art. 1(c) UNCAC) than enforcement regimes where corruption is
tackled by punishment ex post …’ (Makinwa, 2020, p.19) … ‘I … argue
that the rule of law is best served by the capacity of a system to
prevent corrupt behavior. Traditional criminal prosecution processes
and rule of law critiques of NTRs have to be viewed in this light ... This
is … a rule of law based approach that focuses on outcomes rather
than form’ (Makinwa, 2021).
NTRs can attract controversy because, as they do not resemble conventional modes
of justice, they do not satisfy the public’s demand for retribution (Makinwa, 2020,
p.20). Civil society organisations generally accept the pragmatic value of NTRs, while
advocating independent oversight and high levels of transparency (see, for instance,
Corruption Watch, 2016 and Corruption Watch; Transparency International; UNCAC
Civil Society Coalition; Global Witness, 2016). Corruption Watch UK writes that NTRs
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must be used alongside prosecutions of individuals and should not replace them
(Corruption Watch, 2016). It also writes of the need for prosecutors to conduct their
own investigation, and not rely on internal investigations conducted by companies
(Corruption Watch, 2016). It advises that careful research is conducted into how anticorruption authorities can strike a balance between imposing penalties with deterrent
value and offering incentives for companies to self-report (Corruption Watch, 2016).
NTRs should be subject to ‘higher-level criteria’ that promote legitimacy (International
Bar Association, 2018, p.25). ‘(A) principled approach to NTRs is a safeguard that
must be taken to ensure that NTRs which bypass the human rights protections
embodied in the traditional criminal trial process do not … become vehicles of
impunity’ (Makinwa, 2020, p.44).

The Recommendation 6 Network has advised the OECD, as it designs international
guidelines for the use of NTRs, that they should embody principles including
transparency, fairness and accountability (Recommendation 6 Network, 2018).
Countries

should

develop

a

clear

and

transparent

framework

for

NTRs

(Recommendation 6 Network, 2018). Information about the content of NTRs entered
into

between

authorities

and

legal/natural

persons

should

be

published

(Recommendation 6 Network, 2018). Authorities should engage in public discussion
and evaluation of NTRs (Recommendation 6 Network, 2018). Criteria for voluntary
self-disclosure of misconduct, cooperation with authorities and remediation measures
should be clear and published in advance to satisfy the principle of the rule of law
(Recommendation 6 Network, 2018). Authorities should publish clear information
regarding advantages that may be obtained by alleged offenders entering into NTRs,
to serve as incentives for corporations to self-police and self-report (Recommendation
6 Network, 2018). Sanctions must be ‘effective, proportionate and dissuasive’ in line
with Article 3 of the OECD Convention (Recommendation 6 Network, 2018). Countries
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should consider remediation for victims of corruption (Recommendation 6 Network,
2018). NTRs must be subject to appropriate oversight and review (Recommendation
6 Network, 2018).

Prosecutorial discretion and NTRs
In legal systems where prosecution is mandatory, prosecutors’ discretion whether to
proceed to trial is circumscribed (Makinwa, 2020, p.48). In systems that adhere more
to the opportunity principle, prosecutors have a discretion not to prosecute based on
factors other than evidence (Makinwa, 2020, p.48). This opens up possibilities for
prosecutors to negotiate with offenders in ways that encourage self-policing and selfreporting (Makinwa, 2020, p.48). In South Africa, the opportunity principle is
operative and prosecutors may decide not to prosecute in terms of prosecution policy
when it is in the public interest not to do so (NPA, 2013, p.6).

Theories of punishment
Retributive/punitive, utilitarian and restorative justice theories of punishment would
be a useful reference point for the design of NTRs. In terms of the retributive theory,
punishment serves normative and communicative purposes in upholding notions of
moral correctness and social outrage (Hawley, et al., 2020, p.311). This approach
contrasts with utilitarian theories of punishment which espouse the application to
criminal sanctions of the basic moral principle of utility: the correct action is that
which produces the greatest utility (Bagaric, 1999, p.105) and punishment is only
justified to the extent to which some good can flow from it (Bagaric, 1999, p.106).

Theories of punishment were developed in respect of natural persons, but the
evolution of corporate criminal liability has resulted in their application to legal
persons (Hawley, et al., 2020, p.312). Hawley et al. write of a tension between ‘models
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of compliance’ and ‘models of deterrence’ in corporate criminal enforcement (Hawley
et al., 2020, p.314). In terms of the former, negotiation and persuasion are favoured
as methods to encourage corporations to uphold anti-corruption compliance
standards (Hawley et al., 2020, p.314). In terms of the latter, more punitive
approaches are preferred, emphasising proportionate punishments (Hawley et al.,
2020, p.314).

Bagaric argues that the principle of proportionality in punishment can also be
attributed to the utilitarian theory of punishment (1999, p.102). However, where
utilitarian and punitive approaches differ, is that in terms of punitive approaches,
punishment is still justified even where it does not achieve the ends of deterrence and
prevention (Bagaric, 1999, p.104). Another important difference is that punitive
theories are backward-looking while utilitarian theories are forward-looking (Bagaric,
1999, p.104).

NTRs may appear to have elements of restorative justice, since they are (forwardlooking) and involve repayment of a sum of money for harm done. However, without
the presence of victims at negotiations, they cannot be said to give effect to all
elements of restorative justice. Some authors have recommended that principles of
redistributive justice be applied to negotiated settlements in transnational bribery
cases (see, for instance, Spalding, 2015 and Umbreit, et al., 2015). These appear to
require the presence of victims of corruption at the negotiating table and, as such,
would be in tension with utilitarian principles prescribing efficiency as a primary
consideration.

Depriving offenders of the proceeds of crime serves punitve and deterrant purposes.
Penalties via which stolen funds are returned to the public fiscus arguably serve a
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utilitarian purpose too. Utilitarian purposes are also served by NTRs which increase
efficiency as they provide a mechanism to avoid complex, lengthy and resourceintensive trials. Balancing these different principles in the design of NTRs is likely to
optimise their ability to satisfy a multiplicity of goals.

Economic theory informing NTRs
NTRs are understood and justified in terms of efficiency concepts which are relevant
to the ways in which resources are applied to achieve objectives (Soreide and Vagle,
2020, p.128). However, applying efficiency concepts to a criminal justice context can
be problematic, since they need to be balanced against principles of criminal justice,
such as fair trial rights (Soreide and Vagle, 2020, p. 128). It is also almost impossible
for researchers to measure or estimate the efficiency of a criminal justice system
(Soreide and Vagle, 2020, p.132). This implies that variables such as the optimal
extent of prosecutors’ discretion are also not capable of measurement (Soreide
andVagle, 2020, p.132).

Low and Prelogar relate the history of the evolution of the US system of incentives and
disincentives in their structured system of different types of resolution for FCPA
offences (2020). Common incentives include the awarding of cooperation credits for
voluntary disclosure and cooperation (Low and Prelogar, 2020, pp.218-220; US DOJ
and SEC, 2012). In terms of the Corporate Enforcement Policy, these credits can result
in the predictable reduction of penalties on a diminishing scale (US DOJ, 2017.). The
tiered structure of available resolutions, ranging from plea bargains (considered less
desirable by many accused due to the required admission of guilt) on the one side,
through deferred and non-prosecution agreements, to declinations on the other side,
itself functions as an incentive structure. Disincentives implicit in NTRs include the
implied threat of a criminal trial, with the attendant costs, negative publicity, and
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various forms of collateral damage if negotiations fail, as well as steeper penalties
(Low and Prelogar, 2020, p.219).

Rational choice theory should inform the calculation of penalties that are likely to
deter corruption, as well as the size of penalty reductions that are likely to incentivise
anti-corruption compliance (Soreide and Vagle, 2020, p.129). This should be
complemented by insights from new institutional economics: corrupt actors are less
likely to be deterred by penalties than other factors unique to the relationship between
corrupt actors (Lambsdorff, 2007, pp.136-163). Agency theory informs the design of
anti-corruption compliance programmes in corporations (Teichmann, 2017). Rational
choice theory appears to be implicit in the design of many NTR regimes, which
function on the assumption that humans (and corporations) are rational utilitymaximising individuals that respond to incentives.
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Chapter 4:

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter first describes the research design and sets out the researcher’s
justifications for selecting it. Second, it explains how challenges in data collection
were overcome within the bounds of research ethics. Third, it describes the process
of data analysis through various stages of coding. Finally, it sets out the limitations
of the study.

The researcher had initially intended to use a different theoretical framework, but this
theory was contraindicated by the data. As such, the research was an iterative process
of dialogical engagement in which the central working hypothesis was repeatedly
reformulated.

4.1

Research design

4.1.1

Justification for research design

Practical considerations were a weighty factor in the choice of research design
described below. Relevant practical considerations included physical safety concerns
in a country where violence is sometimes used against those who seek to expose
corruption (von Holdt, 2021, p.10). A risk analysis was conducted in consultation with
two senior lawyers, who advised the researcher that potential risks consisted mainly
of the risk of intimidation and that care should be taken to select interviewees with
no prior history of corrupt conduct. This restricted the scope of the study and, as
such, was a weakness in the research. Further practical considerations included the
necessity to negotiate obstacles to obtaining institutional approval required to
interview NPA employees. The formal process of requesting interviews with NPA staff
for purposes of gathering data for this paper did not function efficiently, and the
researcher did not receive a timely response to her request to interview NPA staff.
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At the time, the researcher was working on a consultancy basis for the NPA,
conducting research on the feasibility of NTRs in South Africa, a topic aligned with
but not identical to the subject of this thesis. The research project commissioned by
the NPA required a research design in terms of which the researcher conducted indepth expert interviews. Crucially, the research project gave her access to
interviewees with whom she was unlikely to have been able to make contact in her
capacity as a student. She obtained the requisite permissions from the NPA and the
interviewees to use the data from the expert interviews both for the research project
and this thesis. Since both the research project and the thesis relied on the data
generated for the research project, the choice of research design for the thesis was
essentially a fait accompli.

In any event, in-depth expert interviews would have been the preferred research
design for the thesis. This was, in part, due to the sensitive and complex nature of
the subject and the fact that interpretive knowledge, not just technical knowledge,
was sought. Expert interviews are ‘among the most instructive units of analysis’
(Graneheim and Lundman, 2004, cited in Teichmann, 2017, p. 91).

An explorative approach to the research was preferred, due to the absence of
sufficient literature to guide the researcher. As such, it was important to allow the
data to guide the choice of concepts and the relationships between them. It was
decided that experienced experts in anti-corruption enforcement would be
interviewed and these interviews would be used to navigate choices on theory and
literature.
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4.2

Data collection

The research adopted a two-stage process of data collection. In the first stage, a
targeted set of in-depth qualitative interviews was undertaken in two batches. In the
second stage, interview data was triangulated against a body of relevant legal texts,
with a preference for judicial findings of fact.
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Figure 5: Four stage iterative research process

Development of
preliminary theoretical
framework

First batch of
interviews

open coding

Revision of preliminary
theoretical framework

Second batch
of interviews

axial coding

Triangulation and
further revision of
theoretical framework

further axial coding

Finalisation of
theoretical framework

selective coding
4.3

In-depth expert

interviews

Purposive sampling
Interviewees with decades of experience involving encounters with corruption and/or
anti-corruption enforcement were sought. For triangulation purposes, text was
selected with a view to gathering material that could serve to answer the research
questions.
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Both typical case sampling and opportunistic case sampling were used (Bryman, 2016,
p.324). Most interviewees were deliberately chosen because their professional
qualifications and work experience exemplified an aspect of relevant knowledge.
Occasionally, unexpected conversations took place in the course of the researcher’s
work for the NPA from which content emerged that was relevant to the research
questions. In such cases, written consent to use relevant information from the
conversation was obtained by the researcher after the fact.

Representativeness
A degree of representativeness was sought by selecting interviewees from various
anti-corruption enforcement units, the legal profession, civil society and business.
Interviewees were mostly South African and were broadly representative in terms of
demographic and gender criteria.

Interviews
Table 4: Interviewees
Interviewee

Role

S1

Former senior leader NPA

S2

Senior investigator SIU

S3

Former senior NPA financial investigator and ACTT
member

S4

Former head of anti-corruption authority in different
jurisdiction

S5

Former

senior

anti-corruption

investigator

in

government administration
S6

Senior business leader

S7

International businessperson with experience of doing
business with South African SOEs
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S8

Lawyer with experience of BEE business practices

S9

Senior anti-corruption lawyer from civil society

S10

Academic expert

S11

Director,

international

civil

society

organisation

specialising in financial crime
S12

Former criminal defence lawyer

Approach to interviews
The approach to interviews evolved during the research in response to challenges in
creating a safe space, using videoconferencing, to talk about corruption. Interviewees
were initially contacted by electronic mail to request an interview. The interviews were
conducted using videoconferencing technology and, initially, they were electronically
recorded. The researcher observed that the first two interviewees appeared to be
highly suspicious, even hostile, and did not appear willing to discuss corruption freely.
Persons being interviewed about corruption are usually hesitant to discuss corruption
(Teichmann, 2017, p.81).

The researcher therefore changed her approach. She sought a method that
encouraged interviewees to feel safe to speak openly about their considerable firsthand experiences of corruption in a context where doing so could be dangerous. She
arranged future interviews via an introduction from a respected senior colleague. She
did not electronically record subsequent interviews, and made extensive handwritten
notes instead, with the consent of the interviewee – in the convention of an attorney
taking instructions from a client. Great care was taken to establish a relationship of
trust with interviewees by giving repeated assurances of confidentiality throughout
the interview, reinforced by explaining the avenues of recourse the interviewee could
take if the researcher breached confidentiality. The researcher explained that
anonymity would be preserved and, in addition to the advance consent obtained from
the interviewee to use the material for research purposes, the researcher further
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undertook to write to each interviewee to request written consent for any quotations
she intended to use in this paper. The change in method resulted in a dramatic
improvement to the rapport established in the interviews and the frankness with
which interviewees spoke.

Interview structure and technique
For similar reasons, the interview plan evolved in response to challenges that arose,
from a more structured to a more unstructured approach during the course of the
research. The scheduled interviews were one-to-one conversations lasting between 60
and 180 minutes. The opportunistic interviews consisted of shorter excerpts from
interviews

or

collegial

conversations.

All

interviews

were

conducted

using

videoconferencing technology due to COVID-19 restrictions.

The initial scheduled interviews were semi-structured interviews, beginning as more
formal conversations conducted in terms of an interview guide with many questions.
The researcher experimented with the structure of the interviews and discovered that
a more informal and unstructured approach, in which interviewees were not initially
asked any questions, but rather encouraged to share their (often voluminous)
experiences and opinions on corruption before being asked any questions, was
rewarded with increasing levels of trust and openness on the part of the interviewees.
This approach combined long periods of ‘active listening’ and the use of open-ended
questions intended to stimulate conversation. Sometimes, active listening comprised
the bulk of the interview, but the patience of the interviewer was rewarded when she
asked a few penetrating questions towards the end, by which time sufficient trust
had usually been established for the interviewee to respond with sometimes
astonishing frankness.
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The researcher’s experience was that the interviewees needed to talk about their –
often traumatic - experiences of corruption in a safe space. Providing such a space,
where the researcher was willing merely to listen empathetically to anything the
interviewee wanted to say about their experiences of corruption, whether or not it
related to the interview guidelines, was rewarded with trust and honesty from the
interviewee. As such, the researcher’s approach to later interviews tended to be more
informal and less structured, with a substantially shorter, and more focused, interview
guideline. This approach was markedly more successful in eliciting honest and
detailed responses from interviewees.

4.4

Research ethics

Normal ethical considerations in research concern obtaining informed consent from
participants,

avoiding

invasions

of

privacy

and

deception,

and

respecting

confidentiality (Bryman, 2016, pp.521-532). In a context where a researcher conducts
research on a sensitive topic, in a country where exposing corruption can be met with
intimidation, extra care needs to be taken to ensure that the safety of the participants
(and the researcher) is of paramount consideration.

Further ethical challenges were posed by the unique practical difficulties in obtaining
interviews with NPA staff. The researcher obtained written permission from her
supervisor at the NPA to use the data obtained in interviews conducted on behalf of
the NPA in this thesis. The focus of the researcher’s work at the NPA and the thesis
were distinct, with entirely different research questions, and the two projects
remained separate.

Informed consent
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The researcher’s work for the NPA did not require informed consent forms to be
distributed to interviewees. As such, these forms were not used for any of the
interviews. However, the process of re-purposing those interviews for use in this
thesis was informed by the principle of informed consent. This consent was obtained
either verbally during the introduction to the interview, or by electronic mail after the
interview.

Avoiding harm to participants and upholding privacy considerations
Occasionally interviewees shared information with the researcher that would have
been valuable, even conclusive, to the research. Where the interviewee did not feel
completely comfortable with this information being used in the thesis, the researcher
did not attempt to persuade him/her otherwise. As such, no pressure was exerted on
participants and no ‘covert observation’ (Bryman, 2016, p.527) is reflected in the data.
Furthermore, the researcher asked general, open-ended questions that did not require
participants to share information about their personal experiences of corruption.
Where they did so, it was at their own volition entirely.

Anomymity
Three out of twelve interviewees did not require anonymity; whereas the other
interviewees did. Due to the high proportion of interviewees requesting anonymity, a
decision was taken to provide blanket anonymity for all interviewees.

4.5

Limitations of the research

The choice not to engage with corrupt actors appears to have influenced the research
findings, which may not reflect the full panoply of motivations for people to engage
in or facilitate corrupt conduct. This subject matter would benefit from a qualitative
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survey of employees in anti-corruption enforcement organs of state in South Africa,
with a wide sample of the sort conducted by institutions. Such a study may present a
more holistic picture of how corruption has affected anti-corruption enforcement in
South Africa by generating data which indicates the use of collective action theory.
4.6

Data analysis and interpretation

Coding
Analysis of expert interviews should be undertaken through the lens of theory, with
themes emerging through a systematic coding process (Dorussen et al., 2005; AttrideStirling, 2001, cited in Teichmann, 2017, p.91). Coding is a process of making
meaning of data by means of noting emerging patterns and themes and clustering or
ordering these in relation to concepts (Miles, et al., 2014, p.277).

Coding took place in stages, in an iterative process — a dialogue between data and
theory. Thus patterns that emerged during early stages of open coding were
consolidated in later stages. At all successive stages of data collection, on the basis
of insights emerging from data analysis in the form of coding, the theoretical
framework was selected and adapted, and the literature review was refined. Axial
coding of all the data resulted in the finalisation of the theoretical framework. The
final stage of coding, namely selective coding, generated a network model in terms
of which the data is presented in graphic form. This iterative process required multiple
stages of confirmation and re-testing, first of answers to research sub-questions, and
second of answers to the main research question. The central working hypothesis was
evaluated in an iterative process and refined after the final stage of selective coding.

Research sub-question one required several successive stages of coding due to the
complexity of the emerging codes. Coding was undertaken in four successive stages:
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open coding, axial coding, further axial coding and selective coding. These are
represented graphically below in successive order. The selection of concepts to
explain themes emerging from the data was a gradual, iterative process which was
finalised in the final stage of selective coding. This is represented below by means of
a combined matrix and network model.

Open coding
At the first stage of open coding, interview transcripts and handwritten notes were
summarised into one coding document (see Appendix 3). The data was ‘“broken
down” analytically’ (Bohm, 2004, p.271) and tentative concepts and emerging themes
were labelled, causing the researcher to revisit and revise initial assumptions about
the subject matter. This process lasted for the duration of the interviews
(approximately one year) and was repeated in an iterative process. It resulted in the
emergence of three main categories, including one ‘in-vivo code’, a colloquial
interpretation of the phenomenon (Bohm, 2004, p.271).

Colour-coding the three main themes continued through the process of coding, which
required the synthesis and organisation of the data into themes which were interrelated (Bohm, 2004, p.272).

Axial coding
In this stage the data was organised into categories suggested by emerging themes.
There were some data points that were difficult to categorise and others that were
tentative and, as such, required confirmation. A need for further coding arose for the
purposes of triangulation and to find more appropriate concepts for certain research
findings. In addition, a late interview confirmed a theme that had arisen, but which
had been overlooked, in an early interview. This theme was probably overlooked
initially because it fell outside the range of the researcher’s expectations. The late
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reappearance of this theme was a ‘surprise’ (Miles, et al., 2014, p.303). As such, it
also required triangulation and further analysis.

Further axial coding
For the purpose of triangulation, targeted data collection was undertaken using
primary and secondary legal sources. These sources were selected according to two
criteria: Relevance to the subject matter and veracity. Different weightings were
attributed to different sources on a sliding scale, with the study affording the most
weight to judicial findings and the least weight to media reports. The following data
sources were used, in order of veracity:
1.

Report of a judicial commission of inquiry into allegations of malfeasance at
the NPA; and selected case law (see Appendix 3);

2.

Report by a high-level presidential panel into the allegations of abuse of power
by the State Security Agency;

3.

Statements on oath before the abovementioned bodies;

4.

Relevant commentary on the abovementioned judicial findings by a highly
reputable law professor;

5.

Media reports about intimidation and abuse of power by the State Security
Agency.

Selective coding
In this phase, the researcher took a more active role in designing the categories
(Bohm, 2004, p.273) The choice of format for displaying qualitative data was datadriven and selected on the basis of practical considerations: Which form most
accurately represented the relationship between different elements of the emerging
conceptual framework (Miles, et al., 2014, p.109)? In this case, the most appropriate
graphic representation was a table with two axes denominated in terms of the two
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main conceptual frameworks. This stage of coding was only undertaken in respect of
research sub-question one, which was more complex than the second one.
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Chapter 5:

RESEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter presents the research findings in three sections: relevant characteristics
of corruption; findings about ‘The Machine’; and findings in respect of public private
cooperation and NTRs. For each section, emerging themes and categories are
presented in graphic form, followed by brief summaries.

5.1

Characteristics of corruption in South Africa

Table 5: Summary of open coding — characteristics of corruption
1. Characteristics of corruption in SA
The scale and nature of systemic corruption in South Africa






The extent of corruption is worse than the public is aware of. It includes very senior
people in government. [S6]
Recruitment into corrupt networks operates by stealth and deceit. It is difficult
to avoid being fooled into cooperating with corrupt networks unintentionally.
Even highly educated people may not see the contract they are signing is
problematic. When a person cooperates once – even unintentionally - they can
be blackmailed into doing it again. [S6]
The scale of the stealing in South Africa over the past 10 years was just massive.
[S1]
The forces pursuing state capture are strong politically and institutionally.

The role of multinationals and smaller local firms








Multinationals got a small piece of the loot. [S1]
Multinationals are not the prime instigators of corruption. They were propositioned
by South Africans to help them steal. [S10]
But public officials could not have stolen the large amount that they did without
help from the multinationals. Multinationals and/or big national corporates are
a pre-requisite for a scheme of arrangements that culminates in a case of “state
capture”. [S6[
If you look at the number of corporate cases of corruption in South Africa you will
notice the BEE companies are above 50%. [S8]
One interviewee personally witnessed high-value corruption by a prominent
multinational. [S6]

Connections between corruption and organised crime, including the use of violence



Grand corruption is like organised crime. [S1]
‘Corruption is more than corruption.’ To loot, you have to build a network
including incompetent people, to facilitate the looting. [S10]
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There are connections between organised crime gangs and corrupt politicians.
[S12]

Summary
Corruption is complex and systemic. Secretive networks stretching across the public
and private sectors skilfully recruit new members, often by deceiving them into cooperating with corrupt networks, then blackmailing them for doing so. There are
connections

between

organised

crime

and

corruption

that

require

further

investigation. Multinationals played a key enabling and legitimising role in state
capture.

5.2

‘The Machine’: the effect of corruption on anti-corruption enforcement

This section’s findings will be presented below in four stages: (1) open coding; (2)
axial coding; (3) further axial coding; and (4) selective coding. Each stage is presented
graphically, followed by a summary of the research findings.

5.2.1

Open coding

Table 6: Summary of open coding — ‘The Machine’
2. ‘The Machine’: the effect of corruption on anti-corruption enforcement
The effect of corruption on anti-corruption enforcement






The NPA has been hollowed out by state capture. People were put in their jobs to
sabotage investigations. People have protected employment and can’t be fired.
[S9]
The strategy was to put incompetent people in positions of leadership,
disabling an effective unit by putting an incompetent person in charge. [S3]
The multi-disciplinary ACTT was effective so it was defunded and disbanded to
clear the way for looting in a ‘purge of the law enforcement systems’. It became
a ‘massive lie’. [S3]
The ‘Machine’ ‘gets to people’ to facilitate corruption. [S3]
The police are not trustworthy, disjointed, they have been infiltrated by outside
forces. The police and Hawks are a ‘massive problem’. [S2]
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“Law enforcement institutions are divided, weak, and often complicit in
corruption. In many instances they owe allegiance to the corrupt and protect
the corrupt.” [S5]
Destruction of capacity and expertise so the bad networks can replace the good
ones and get rid of proper procedures, paper trails. This amounts to double
looting, because you lose money and institutional capacity. [S10]
The capture of the NPA resulted in serious capacity problems. [S12]

The role of leadership in ‘The Machine’






Power to make key appointments was fought over, centralised in the presidency.
It gave the holder access to resources to buy votes, patronage, shore up power.
[S10]
Authoritarian institutional culture: do what I say or get fired – enabled
obedience to ‘The Machine’. [S3]
Once he had the leaders it was easy to take over the organisation. [S3]
Disable an effective unit by putting an incompetent person in charge. [S3]
SIU has excellent leadership, entrenching a culture of ethics that permeates the
organisation, provides positive ethical messaging, integrity testing and regular
lifestyle audits. [S2]

Incentives for ACE staff to obey or join ‘The Machine’





Protected employment (in a poor country), positions; promotions, including for
people who were incompetent (and couldn’t expect to rise on their own merit). [S3]
Power and status and a higher salary than (their ability entitled them to). [S3]
No one said ordinary staff had access to corrupt monies themselves (?? Surprising).
‘Family comes first’ (in a context where the state doesn’t provide public goods).
[S3]

Disincentives or absence of incentives for ACE staff to uphold Code of Conduct










Financial investigators in the NPA have no powers and have been mistreated. We
tried to motivate for reforms. The NDPPs paid lip service to these reforms but they
were not prioritised. Nothing happened and the people driving the reforms had
given up and left the NPA. [S3]
Threat, implied or explicit, of reprisals using violence against informer and/or
family. [S3]
Blackmail using unlawfully gathered intelligence. [S3] [S1]
‘Mistreatment’ and intimidation. [S3]
Weaponisation of disciplinary processes (which are expensive for the individual).
[S9]
‘Family comes first’ in a context where the state doesn’t protect its citizens. [S3]
It is difficult to leave ‘The Machine’. [S3]

Summary
There was large-scale looting of state resources by networks across the public sector,
private sector and organised criminal gangs acting in an organised (but not
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necessarily coherent) project. This project aimed to maintain patronage networks in
order to secure political power.

An interviewee reported that there was a system operating in the NPA that disabled
effective anti-corruption prosecutions and protected corrupt networks. He termed this
system ‘The Machine’. Although at that stage it was not entirely clear how ‘The
Machine’ functioned, several components were identified. The power to make senior
appointments was a vital component. There were non-official incentives and
disincentives for staff to conform to the rules of ‘The Machine’. An interviewee
reported that simply providing a person with employment or promotion was a very
effective incentive for them to comply, although the researcher did not fully
understand why at this stage. The power to investigate, institute charges or decide
not to prosecute – the heart of prosecution power - was abused as an incentive or
disincentive. Other disincentives included intimidation, blackmail and violence.

This system was highly effective, perhaps because the dis/incentives it provided were
as strong as, or stronger than, those provided by the formal system for ethical
conduct. The result was a toxic institutional culture of uncertainty and fear, as well as
the large-scale destruction of institutional capacity. Levels of cooperation between
anti-corruption enforcement authorities were low; institutions were divided and weak.

Two interviewees reported that the SIU was the only anti-corruption institution that
was not captured or disabled. This was due to the long-term effects of having had a
strong ethical leader at some point, regular lifestyle audits and integrity testing (lie
detector tests) of staff, as well as regular electronic messaging reinforcing an ethical
institutional culture.
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5.2.2

Axial coding

Matrix 1: Summary of axial coding: ‘The Machine’
The Machine
Features

Leadership

 Centralisation and

Impunity

 Different rules of

contestation of power to

 ‘Purged’ to ‘clear
the way for

governance

appoint

looting’

 Secretive system

 Hierarchical authoritarian

 Complicity;

 Pressure

institutional culture

protection for

 Unpredictable

corrupt actors

 Bad leader can disable

 Destruction of

effective unit

Incentives to obey ‘the Machine’
Unlawful

Lawful
 Promotions / appointments,
incl. of incompetent people
 Protected employment
 Status, comparatively good
salaries, power in the
organisation

 Unknown
Missing piece:

Missing piece:

Role of intelligence
agents

Organised
crime

Disincentives for ethical conduct
Lawful
 Failure to
promote/advance/support
/incentivise/provide work for
people who behaved ethically
 No explicit incentives from
organisation (confirm)
 Lawfully weaponised disciplinary
proceedings and terminations of

Unlawful
 Explicit/implicit threat of
violence against person/family
 Blackmail or threat thereof
 ‘Mistreatment’
 Unpredictable and irrational
pattern of promotions not
linked to merit
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Summary
Given the currency of collective action theory in the contemporary anti-corruption
discourse, the researcher had presumed it would form the basis for this study. To the
researcher’s surprise, there was no indication that collective action theory was
relevant, aside from one interviewee’s comment that an authoritarian institutional
culture made people obedient to The Machine.

During interviewing it became clear, even unavoidable, that corrupt actors were
operating as rational, utility-maximising individuals, responding to strong extra-legal
incentives and disincentives provided by corrupt principals to conform to an informal
set of rules enabling and entrenching systemic corruption. In other words, they were
indisputably acting in accordance with principal-agent theory. Clearly, agency theory
was a better framework to explain the data.

Disincentives employed by ‘The Machine’ were exceptionally severe, ranging from
weaponised disciplinary hearings to defamation, threats, violence, harassment and
blackmail. The researcher could not locate agency theory in terms of which
disincentives were so severe. Another surprising pattern emerging from the data was
that of interconnections between organised crime, corruption and the intelligence
services in an apparently organised project of selectively disabling effective anticorruption enforcement institutions and individuals using various methods of
coercion. A search for further data and theory to shed light on these two phenomena
was undertaken in the next stage of further axial coding.

5.2.3

Further axial coding

During this stage, data from primary and secondary legal sources (see Appendix 3)
was reworked into more helpful categories. Triangulation confirmed key patterns
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identified below in green. New information appears below a subheading of the same
name.
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Matrix 2: Summary of further axial coding - ‘The Machine’
The Machine

Leadership

 Centralisation and
contestation of important
power to appoint
 Hierarchical authoritarian
institutional culture
 Bad leader can disable
effective unit

Features

 Different rules of
governance

Impunity

 ‘Purged’ to ‘clear the
way for looting’, the

 Secretive system

scale of which was

 Grows through

massive

unpredictable

 Anti-corruption

recruitment

enforcement is

and/or pressure

complicit in
corruption;
providing protection
from prosecution for

 Unhealthy
institutional
culture,
unmanaged
conflict,
unpredictable
unstable working
environment.
 Rewards/favours
given to people
manifestly acting

corrupt actors
 Impunity extends to
other crimes too, as
protection from
prosecution is
provided as a favour
or ‘rent’ to criminals
in exchange for
supporting the
corrupt
 Thus the rule of law
is subverted on
different fronts in
order to support
corrupt politicians
and public officials
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Principal agent theory

Incentives to obey The Machine
Formal

Informal

 Promotions / appointments,
including that of incompetent
people

 Receiving corrupt monies
(unconfirmed)
 Appointment of ‘unfit for
purpose’ leaders

 Protected employment
 Status, comparatively good
salaries, power in the

 Favours e.g. presidential
pardon for family member

organisation

Enforcement mechanisms
Formal
 Failure to
promote/advance/support
/incentivise/provide work for
people who behaved ethically
 No explicit incentives from
organisation (confirm)
 Lawfully weaponised disciplinary
proceedings and terminations of
employment and/or suspension
without pay

Informal
 Explicit/implicit threat of
violence against person/family
 Blackmail or threat thereof
 ‘Mistreatment’
 Unpredictable and irrational
promotions not linked to merit

 Persecution and defamation of
staff for performing their
constitutional duties where those
conflicted with Zuma’s private
interests
 Criminal charges against people
manifestly acting unlawfully
withdrawn
 Criminal charges pursued against
persons doing their job ethically
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‘The corrupt principal’?


Apparent alignment of private interests
between principal and agent, which
interests conflict with their constitutional
duties



Need to consider whether agency theory
allows for the notion of ‘the corrupt
principal’



This pattern appears to be repeated at the
next level, where the corrupt agent acts as
a corrupt principal viz a vis subordinate
agent

‘Thugocracy’ and ‘strategic corruption’



Concepts that explain links between organised crime, corruption and
intelligence services



Important role played by intelligence services



Use of blackmail



Use of violence



Role of organised crime
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Summary
The targeted data confirmed the following themes with a high level of consistency,
i.e. there was not a single data point which constituted an exception: There was a
pattern of irrational appointments at the NPA. Those appointees subsequently served
the private interests of a corrupt principal in conflict with their official duty to act in
public interest. Criminal charges were weaponised in service of the private interests
of a corrupt principal, in violation of the independence of the NPA. The involvement
of the intelligence services in the internal affairs of the NPA was confirmed; their use
of blackmail and intimidation was substantially, but not fully, confirmed due to the
secrecy in which intelligence agents usually work. There appears to be a reasonable
likelihood that links exist between activities of the intelligence services, corruption
and organised crime. It was impossible to triangulate early research findings about
the differences between the NPA and the SIU due to a dearth of relevant research
about the SIU.

Agency theory and ‘informal governance’ overlapped to some extent in providing
coherent concepts to analyse the data. If ‘disincentives’ was too moderate a concept
to fully explain these patterns, ‘control’ or ‘enforcement mechanisms’ in terms of the
theory of ‘informal governance’ was more appropriate.

‘Thugocracy’ and ‘strategic corruption’ are relevant concepts, indicated by the data
to some extent. Given the secretive nature of the subject matter, available data
supported preliminary but not definitive findings. However, there was sufficient
indication of the relevance of these concepts to indicate a need for further study.
5.2.4

Selective coding framework
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Table 7: Component parts of ‘The Machine’
PRINCIPAL-AGENT THEORY
Incentives to obey ‘The Disincentives for ethical conduct
Machine’


Co-optation
I
N
F
O
R
M
A
L
G
O
V
E
R
N
A
N
C
E

Promotions /

 Failure to promote/advance/

appointments, including

support /incentivise/provide work

that of incompetent

for people who behaved ethically

people

 Lack of explicit incentives from



Protected employment



Status,



money,

organisation

power

 Lawfully

weaponised

disciplinary

associated with senior

proceedings and terminations of

government jobs

employment

Irregular

without pay

appointments

and/or

suspension

of ‘unfit for purpose’
leaders


Control

Direct

criminal

 ‘Mistreatment’

charges

in

exchange for supporting

 Persecution of ethical staff

corrupt networks, e.g.

 Criminal charges against ethical

presidential pardon for

or
‘Enforcement

Favours: impunity from

family members


persons pursued
 Blackmail

Bribes? (unconfirmed)

or

threat

thereof

by

intelligence agents
 Explicit threat of violence by third
parties

Mechanisms’

Indirect
 Unpredictable

and

irrational

promotions
 Criminal charges against unethical
persons withdrawn
 Implied threats of violence
 Self-censorship

Camouflage



Secretive nature of ‘The Machine’



‘Hidden constitutions’ = cadre deployment into formal
institutions



‘Implementation gap’ between formal ACE framework and
architecture, which appears functional, and a lack of
meaningful enforcement

Summary
The concept of ‘control’ or ‘enforcement mechanisms’ in the ‘informal governance’
theory overlaps with the concept of disincentives as used by a corrupt principal in
agency theory. ‘Control’ is a more accurate concept than disincentives to describe the
extent of coercive conduct used by ‘The Machine’.
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‘The Machine’ was remarkably effective in persuading and/or coercing staff to obey
its dictates. ‘The Machine’ not only disabled effective anti-corruption enforcement, it
effectively turned law-enforcement institutions into protective forces for corrupt
networks. Over time, anti-corruption enforcement institutions grew increasingly
weakened. This process was not linear but progressive; ‘The Machine’ grew
exponentially stronger over time.

5.3

Findings in respect of public-private cooperation and NTRs

This section’s findings will be presented below in two stages: open coding and axial
coding.

5.3.1

Open coding

Table 8: Summary of open coding — Public-private cooperation and NTRs
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Factors relevant to public-private cooperation in South Africa
What are current policies and practices of public-private cooperation in South
Africa?











Many people came to me with evidence of corruption, wanting to blow the
whistle to someone they knew was not corrupt, but I’m a businessman and
couldn’t help them. [S6]
We need a credible body headed by credible people that they can go to and say can
you facilitate the engagement with law enforcement like an ombudsman. [S1]
Concerns about the NPA being criticised for cooperating with bad people. [S1]
Anticorruption work is dangerous to the point of being life-threatening, both for
investigators and for the people who cooperate with them. Safety is the number
one obstacle to cooperation. [S2]
‘I treat the suspect with ultimate respect, no aggression. In interviews I carefully
explain the importance of cooperation. I treat their information with utmost
confidentiality. The safety of that person is of the utmost importance to us. We try
to hide these persons’ names.’ [S2]
What worked for my whistle blowers: guaranteed anonymity; offered slow step-bystep gradations of cooperation, starting slow and proceeding only with prior
informed consent; I created a softer sharing space, an ‘ante-chamber of
intelligence’; I tried to slowly build trust with the whistle blower and build their
confidence in me. [S5]
Visible pain should be inflicted on the corrupt – their fancy cars gone, Interpol
warrants. [S10]
Currently low levels of cooperation between NPA and implicated persons; they are
seen as criminals and uncooperative. [S1].

What are current incentives to cooperate?




‘No incentives in a system of vast disincentives.’ The whole system is weighted
against whistle blowers and little incentive except vague morals. Disincentives
extend to the murder of you and your family. It is surprising that there are people
who are willing to come forward at all. There are some protections for whistle
blowers but they are insufficient. [S5]
There is not currently a great framework in place for PPC. The NPA needs to change
its attitude and approach to cooperating persons who are implicated in corruption.
[S1]

The need for NTRs








Prosecutors are determined but have serious capacity constraints due to capture.
[S1]
Need similar investigation techniques to organised crime. [S1]
‘Negotiated settlements are absolutely critical in dealing with corruption’. [S4]
It is very difficult to investigate companies. They are complex structures and
schemes. You see complex intragroup transfers. You need to have top expertise to
understand what’s going on to get a holistic picture. [S2]
Once a difficult investigation is complete, an onerous trial burdens the state. [S1]
There needs to be a different regime for cooperating persons who are
implicated and those who have evidence but are not implicated. [S1]
To avoid a finding of guilt, that is a powerful card that prosecutors hold. (S7)

Limitations of NTRs


(After I explained NTRs) NTRs don’t play into the social need for justice and
retribution. [S10]
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The NPA needs to prosecute the companies acting as middlemen between the
government and MNEs, but they go insolvent. [S1]
Visible pain should be inflicted on the corrupt – their fancy cars gone, Interpol
warrants. [S10]
(After I explained NTRs) NTRs don’t address the loss of state capacity, the corrupt
networks – because a huge amount of the corruption has nothing to do with the big
corporates. [S10]
You should intervene in ways that understand corruption holistically, not just legalmoral. [S10]
The main priority should be targeting the type of corruption that produces the effect
of destroying institutions. [S10]
I see NTRs as more limited, not as a silver bullet – they won’t stop Estina. NTRs may
get some money back but how will they stop another Estina? [S10]
(After explaining what NTRs are) We need fundamental reforms to the anticorruption
legal architecture. NTRs are not going to function if there is no capacity for proper
independent investigation. We need to start from scratch and have a completely new
anti-corruption unit in line with international best practice staffed with professionals
who have undergone integrity testing. This new organisation needs to have
complete independence guaranteed by the constitution. This will take a
constitutional amendment. [S9]
Where companies are competent and can or have delivered some sort of adequate
service or product but have been forced into corruption, you can’t punish those
companies too much. [S1]
Witness protection needs to be scaled up to support NTRs. [S1]
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5.3.2

Axial coding

Matrix 3: Summary of axial coding — public-private cooperation and NTRs
Current practice of public-private cooperation in South Africa

Problems







Implicated persons are
seen as ‘criminals’ and
‘bad people’
Unwillingness in NPA to be
seen to cooperate with
such ‘bad people’
combined with
determination to
prosecute all implicated
parties
Implicated persons seen
as uncooperative

Need for more incentives

Role of trust

 No incentives in a system
of vast disincentives,
except vague notion
individual morality
 Despite this, people still
willing to come forward
to those they trust
 Violent reprisal a real
danger
 Need to upgrade
protection for
cooperating person and
family

 Investigator’s credibility
essential
 Slow process of building trust
through process of
incremental steps towards full
cooperation
 Risk NTRs may undermine
public trust in anti-corruption
enforcement
 Safety is the number one
obstacle to cooperation

Views on NTRs (after being informed about them)

Need for NTRs
 Investigations are resource
intensive enough without
pursuant legal action
 ‘absolutely essential when
dealing with corruption’ for
reasons including the need to
complete cases within a
political cycle

Constraints
 Need for new law?
 Less effective without top
investigative capacity
 Punitive enough?
 Effective vs BEE companies?
 Effective tool against
institutional damage?
 Danger of violent reprisals
 Which cases should get NTRs
and which go to trial?
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Summary
Many NPA prosecutors are reportedly determined to deliver their best efforts to
prosecute corruption cases.

Levels of public-private cooperation are unsatisfactorily low. Current policies and
practices, i.e. immunity, plea bargains and witness protection, are inadequate. There
is a need to reform policies and upscale levels of public-private cooperation, including
the Witness Protection Programme. The NPA is reportedly reluctant to cooperate with
persons implicated in corruption for fear of criticism for associating with ‘bad people’.
In addition, there appears to be a view among NPA staff that implicated persons are
unwilling to cooperate with investigators.

This impression was contradicted by reports that people are willing to blow the whistle
on corruption, handing over valuable evidence, if they perceive the person to whom
they give the evidence to be trustworthy (S2, S5 and S6). There are low levels of public
trust in the NPA. The current framework of public-private cooperation is
malfunctioning. It was not possible to triangulate this data using targeted data
collection, since no relevant primary or secondary legal sources exist.

At the start of the research in March 2020 there was almost no knowledge of the use
of NTRs in other jurisdictions in South Africa among anti-corruption experts,
academics and lawyers. This changed during the course of the research, as the NPA
and members of civil society began to research the feasibility of NTRs.

While NTRs may be part of a solution, they are not a ‘silver bullet’. For NTRs to function
properly there is a need to improve investigative capacity. NTRs could be
controversial, since NTRs do not resemble conventional justice. In the context of past
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abuses, the importance of establishing credibility in any reform process cannot be
overstated. There is a need for information and education about NTRs.
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Chapter 6:

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

This section analyses the research findings in light of the theoretical framework.

6.1

‘The Machine’

This study finds that people behaved like rational utility maximising individuals in
response to incentives, disincentives and enforcement mechanisms provided by ‘The
Machine’. ‘The Machine’ was a system of informal governance that coexisted with and
within formal anti-corruption enforcement institutions. To explain the workings of
‘The Machine’, the study uses a version of agency theory premised on the notion of a
corrupt principal, who provided incentives and disincentives for agents to act in the
principal’s private interests.

‘The Machine’ used incentives of secure employment and promotion, often for
employees who were less competent. This was a strong incentive in a country where
the primary socio-economic force is the desire of black South Africans for upward
mobility, (von Holdt, 2021, p.13) and unemployment levels are currently the highest
in the world (Naidoo, 2021). The rational choice in such circumstances was to ‘put
family first’ (S3) and to obey ‘The Machine’.

As well as being an incentive in terms of agency theory, the irregular appointments
are also a sign of prebendal co-optation in terms of the theory of informal governance.
Impunity for corruption is a hallmark of prebendal co-optation. Other incentives
included rewards for members of the corrupt network, such as the withdrawal of
criminal charges in respect of various offences against family members. Disincentives
for ethical conduct ranged from the absence of a working environment aligned to a
higher purpose (which was demotivating for some) to weaponised disciplinary
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proceedings and other lawful maltreatment (S3). This study understands more severe
disincentives in terms of the concept ‘enforcement mechanisms’ but maintains that
the fundamental component of such enforcement mechanisms, i.e. the reason why
they worked, is because people responded to them as rational utility-maximising
individuals. In other words, rational choice theory appears to inform informal
governance theory and explain the effectiveness of enforcement mechanisms.

‘Top-down, direct control’ included public displays of coercion (Baez-Camargo and
Ledeneva, 2017, pp.62-63) such as assassinations or fake criminal indictments.
Blackmail and threats of violence are ‘brutal’ yet ‘subtle’ indirect control patterns
resulting in self-censorship (Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.64). Intelligence
agents appear to have played an informal role in monitoring and enforcing an
atmosphere of ‘suspended punishment’, similar to Putin’s Russia (Baez-Camargo and
Ledeneva, 2017, p.64). ‘“(T)he essence of enforcement power is the enforcer’s ability
to punish (i.e. to impose costs)”’ – a power which does not require a formal institution
(Barzel, 2002, cited in Vannucci, 2015, p.21) and is often ‘centripetal’ i.e. enforced by
third parties (Vannucci, 2015, p.26). Third parties were usually agents of organised
crime or state security agents. Enforcement mechanisms typical of those used by
organised crime gangs worked with state surveillance capacity to provide control of
corrupt networks in a pattern indicative of a thugocracy and which also resembles
elements of ‘strategic corruption’. The government’s stated policy of ‘zero tolerance’
for corruption (South African Government, 2020, pp.7, 9, 24, 34), together with
similar statements in NPA reports over the years (see, for instance, NPA, 2014, p.10;
NPA, 2018, p.18) is at odds with the status quo of effective impunity for high-level
corruption. This ‘implementation gap’ is probably an indication of camouflage
patterns in terms of the ‘informal governance’ theory. Taken together, the
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abovementioned components — incentives, disincentives, co-optation, control
mechanisms, camouflage and centripetal enforcement — all constitute ‘The Machine’.

The incentive structure of ‘The Machine’ was apparently more effective than any
official code of conduct in influencing the behaviour of staff. As competent staff were
demotivated, intimidated or left public service, systemic corruption spread and ‘The
Machine’ became ever stronger, destroying institutional capacity in an exponential
manner. Makinwa (2012; 2020), Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston (2017, p.9) and
Vannucci (2021) all write of vicious cycles of corruption, in which corruption weakens
governance, allowing more corruption to proliferate, which further weakens
governance. Vannucci writes about the ‘vicious circle’ of anti-corruption reform: the
more systemic corruption is, the more a reform is needed, the less likely it is to
succeed due to its systemic nature and the challenges posed by centripetal
enforcement (Vannucci, 2015, p.26).

6.2

‘The Machine’: Implications for reform

Anti-corruption reforms should be ‘pragmatic’ to address the general challenges of
prosecuting corruption, since corruption is difficult to combat using traditional tools
of criminal law (Soreide and Makinwa, 2020, p.2). ‘The system underpinning
corruption needs to be understood and either altered, co-opted or countered’ (U4,
2021, p.31). An understanding of the informal governance structures of the ‘parallel’
or ‘shadow state’ — particularly in contexts where this informal institution is more
powerful than the formal institution — is vital to designing a regime within the formal
state to counteract it: ‘Reforms aimed at dismantling systemic corruption have to be
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finely tuned against its hidden governance structures, i.e. its internal regulation of
exchanges and relationships (Vannucci, 2015, p.3).

The relevance of rational choice theory
This study argues that it is significant that rational choice theory underlies both NTRs
and the workings of ‘The Machine’. This discovery has implications for the design of
reforms. First, it demonstrates that the assumption that individuals are likely to
behave as rational utility-maximisers is well-founded and relevant to the South African
context. Second, it confirms the relevance of principal-agent theory in analysing
corruption. Third, this study establishes that the theory really works in constructing
an effective system in organisations, albeit a corrupt network. It follows that the
design of systems to counter ‘The Machine’ should also be informed by rational choice
and agency theories.

A further implication is that the role of the principal in organisations, whether ethical
or corrupt, is of incontrovertible importance. Since it has been established that
principals are sometimes corrupt, the implications for institutional and system design
should be considered. The problem of designing institutions that are capable of
withstanding a corrupt principal is beyond the scope of this study. It does, however,
follow from the finding that the role of the principal is vitally important, whereas
ethical principals may be rare, that a period in time when ethical principals are in
place is a significant moment for institutions (S2).

A window of opportunity for reform
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Scholars believe that there currently exists a ‘window of opportunity’ in South Africa
for anti-corruption reform initiatives (Guerzovich, et al., 2021). The two most
important principals in respect of the NPA, namely the President, who has the power
to appoint the NDPP, and the NDPP herself, are currently principals who are not
implicated in corruption. This is indeed an opportune moment to design more robust
systems which assume the possible ascendancy of corrupt principals in future.

Due to the current ascendancy of ethical principals at the NPA (Corruption Watch and
the Institute for Security Studies, 2019, p.52), appointments and promotions are less
likely to be tools of prebendal co-optation; and disciplinary procedures and criminal
charges are unlikely to be used as enforcement mechanisms by ‘The Machine’.
However, there is no indication that methods of centripetal enforcement have
substantially changed. A senior anti-corruption lawyer (S9) believes that the institution
likely remains compromised to some extent. Components of ‘The Machine’ are
probably still operative.

Strategic corruption and thugocracy
The data revealed patterns of connectedness between organised crime, corruption
and the intelligence services in an apparently organised project of selectively disabling
law-enforcement institutions and individuals that are effective in combatting
corruption. These features are also frequently noted by expert commentators in South
Africa in all the relevant literature (Corruption Watch and the Institute for Security
Studies, 2019; Chipkin, 2018; Swilling et al., 2021). In addition, in the South African
context violence is a feature of these patterns as it is used as a resource in competition
for control of patronage networks (von Holdt, 2019; von Holdt, 2021, p.15).
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The threat of violence used as a resource by corrupt networks to enforce corrupt
bargains is real and immediate. The security services played a central role in enabling
and protecting corrupt networks, often through the use of blackmail and intimidation.
These patterns correlate with the pattern documented by eastern and central
European scholars where corruption is used as a tool of geopolitical influence by
Russia (and other powerful countries). More empirical study about strategic
corruption in South Africa would be required to establish causation. The role played
by organised crime and its connections to corruption and state capture need to be
better understood. South Africa shows signs of becoming a thugocracy.

Where enforcement is centripetal, it is difficult to formulate and implement anticorruption reform policies because policymakers themselves are subject to incentives
or enforcement mechanisms (Vannucci, 2015, p.26). The effectiveness of any reform
could depend to a large extent on how they address the problem of centripetal
enforcement. Blackmail and violence remain potential tools of ‘indirect’ and ‘direct’
control, respectively (Baez-Camargo and Ledeneva, 2017, p.64).

6.3

Existing levels, policies and practices of public-private cooperation

This study makes the preliminary finding that levels of public-private cooperation
between the NPA and potential witnesses in respect of corruption-related offences are
low. It is not possible to triangulate this data using quantitative data, since this is not
published; nor was it possible to do so using legal sources, since the researcher was
unable to find relevant material.

Evaluating the NPA’s public-private cooperation framework in light of international
law and best practice reveals major shortcomings. Article 37(1), which requires States
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parties to take ‘appropriate’ measures to encourage public-private cooperation, is a
mandatory provision. South Africa’s public-private cooperation framework is arguably
not appropriate in several respects.

First, public-private cooperation strategies are intended to incentivise cooperation by
low-level offenders for the purpose of prosecuting high-level offenders. They entail,
even depend on, effective programmes for the protection of reporting persons. South
Africa may be in breach of its duty in terms of Art. 32(1) of the UNCAC to devise
effective mechanisms to protect witnesses in corruption cases. Second, the current
incentive structure for implicated persons to self-report, cooperate with investigators
and remediate does not sufficiently incentivise implicated persons to cooperate with
law enforcement; nor does it sufficiently protect the few persons who self-disclose
without incentives. A legal or natural person who voluntarily self-discloses in the
current framework could face grave risks, including prosecution and/or extra-legal
coercion without any meaningful, let alone predictable, reward in the form of leniency.
Under such conditions, those with information helpful to the authorities would now
be well advised not to self-disclose and cooperate. Third, the reported (S1) reluctance
on the part of prosecutors to cooperate with ‘bad people’, i.e. those who are
implicated in corruption, for fear of public criticism, speaks to the absence of a clear,
published normative framework for such cooperation. Educating the public about the
essential role that public-private cooperation plays in prosecuting high-level
corruption is a necessary role of such a framework.

The reported determination of prosecutors to vigorously pursue all persons
implicated in corruption appears to have contributed to a lack of enforcement in
counter-intuitive ways. Potential cooperating witnesses not only risk approaching the
NPA in the absence of a clear, predictable procedure for sharing evidence with the
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NPA, they also run the risk of triggering a prosecution against themselves. While these
practices may contribute to the respectable rates of conviction by the NPA against
less well-resourced perpetrators of minor corruption, they are also likely to contribute
to the total lack of resolution of high-level corruption cases as valuable sources of
evidence are lost.

Counter-intuitively, in the current framework, prosecutors’ reported zeal to prosecute
corruption could contribute to impunity for high-level corruption. Prosecuting lowlevel members of corrupt networks instead of offering them leniency in exchange for
cooperation allows the ‘big fish’ to swim free. Prosecuting the big fish, who can afford
expensive legal representation, is extremely resource intensive. At current levels of
public-private cooperation, it is difficult for the NPA to obtain sufficient evidence to
convict the most culpable accused beyond a reasonable doubt. This is problematic
since one of the strategic vulnerabilities exploited by corrupt actors is the complex
and lengthy nature of trials (Conley, et al., 2016, pp.26-27).

There appears to be a relationship between low levels of public-private cooperation
and anti-corruption enforcement patterns in terms of which there is a reasonable
conviction rate for low-level offenders, yet impunity for high-level offenders. In other
words, there appears to be a correlation between a low level of public-private
cooperation and impunity for perpetrators of high-level corruption.

On the basis of this preliminary finding, the researcher proposes the following
tentative hypothesis: ineffective or low levels of public-private cooperation are likely
to result in a pattern of anti-corruption enforcement in terms of which there are a
reasonable amount of convictions of low-level offenders and few, if any, convictions
of high-level offenders. In order to test the hypothesis, it would be necessary to gather
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and study quantitative data in respect of public-private cooperation and concluded
corruption cases over a period of time. This data is not currently available and, as
such, this avenue for further research is reserved for future scholastic endeavour. For
the time being, the researcher draws the preliminary conclusion that public-private
cooperation would probably be a valuable method to increase levels of anti-corruption
enforcement by using low-level offenders as a source of evidence against powerful
actors. As such, improving the framework for public-private cooperation is likely to
lead to increased levels of anti-corruption enforcement in respect of high-level
offenders.

There is a need for a formal regime of varying degrees of leniency towards implicated
parties (depending on the extent of their involvement) in order to assist with evidence
gathering. Such a regime should take into account the finding that some persons
implicated in corruption are unwittingly drawn into corrupt schemes and are, in a
sense, themselves victims of corrupt networks even though they are coerced into
becoming perpetrators. Even though such victim-perpetrators may have broken the
law, there is a sense in which the culpability attached to their conduct should be
somewhat diminished. Lower levels of culpability for such victim-perpetrators should
be reflected in a differential framework in respect of leniency.

Whistle blowers and cooperating witnesses are in real and immediate danger in South
Africa and current programmes do not provide sufficient protection. There needs to
be a change in the both the legal framework and culture of the NPA in order to
facilitate improved public-private cooperation.
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6.4

NTRs

The fact that rational choice theory underpins both ‘The Machine’ and NTRs is
significant. The premise that humans are rational self-interested utility-maximising
individuals and the conclusion that the design of incentive systems is effective in
persuading the agent to act in the interests of the principal should inform future policy
design. Efforts to dismantle or counter ‘The Machine’ should be based on an
alternative incentive structure, one that is strong enough to counterbalance its ill
effects.

NTRs are a structured, differential system of incentives and disincentives for legal and
natural persons to voluntarily self-disclose, cooperate and remediate. Non-convictionbased NTRs, which are the subject of this study, offer implicated persons an
opportunity to avoid a finding or admission of guilt in exchange for cooperation and
remediation. For certain accused, such as legal persons and professionals, this is a
powerful incentive that works in practice (S7).

‘When corruption is systemic, anti-corruption efforts need to take a systems
approach…’ (U4, 2021, p.i). By creating incentives for members of corrupt networks
to betray one another, NTRs subvert corrupt networks. They could short-circuit South
Africa’s compromised anti-corruption enforcement institutions by removing current
disincentives for whistle blowers and implicated persons to cooperate with the
authorities. They eliminate information asymmetries between prosecutors and wellresourced corrupt actors, and also address resource asymmetries between these
parties. By incentivising cooperation, NTRs are likely to increase anti-corruption
enforcement rates, despite the NPA’s capacity constraints.
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By incentivising the ex ante prevention of corruption, NTRs can make a contribution
towards eliminating corruption before it happens — the most resource-effective
remedy of all. Corruption prevention strategies are designed to take into account the
unique difficulties of prosecuting corruption, the realities of compromised anticorruption institutions and a lack of political will to support prosecutions. A welldesigned NTR framework embodies a preventative approach by offering predictable
cooperation credits for effective corporate anti-corruption compliance programmes
that were in place at the time of the offence (Makinwa, 2020, p.16). Such an approach
incentivises anti-corruption compliance in the private sector as well as the legal,
accounting and auditing professions that serve it. Such a holistic preventative
approach is necessary to more effectively combat systemic corruption (Swilling et al.,
2021, p.23).

A preventative approach should be balanced against the retributive theory of
punishment in terms of which punishment is a communicative act that serves a
purpose in society (Hawley, et al., 2020, p.311). First, sanctions should be
proportional (Recommendation 6 Network, 2018). Second, the legitimacy of any NTR
framework is likely to depend on the extent to which some high-level perpetrators —
from the private sectors as well as the public sector — face actual jail time. If effect
can be given to this important purpose of NTRs, any controversy associated with a
novel instrument of criminal law should be ameliorated.

The likely continued existence of components of ‘The Machine’ has serious
implications for NTRs. First, there is a risk of re-capture of the NPA by corrupt
networks. As a result, the risk inherent in designing a system for out-of-court
settlements which do not happen in public, as trials do, should not be ignored.
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Indeed, the framework for negotiated settlements at SARS was a target of state
capture in the past (Nugent, 2018, pp. 35-139) and the design of any NTR system
should reflect an awareness of lessons drawn from this experience. Any future design
of an NTR framework should assume that principals may be corrupt and should
embody substantial and procedural checks and balances.

A practice of non-transparent withdrawals of criminal charges was used as an
incentive by ‘The Machine’. The public will not easily accept more non-transparent
withdrawals of criminal charges. Therefore, any design of a NTR framework poses a
risk of further damaging public trust in the NPA. Particularly in an historical context
where the NPA failed to prosecute perpetrators of apartheid-era human rights
violations who had failed to apply to the TRC for amnesty, the risk of public
condemnation of any leniency regime is high.

However, the risk to the democratic project of a continued lack of high-level
enforcement in high-level corruption cases, and any resulting vicious cycle in which
governance and institutional capacity is further eroded, is much higher. A continued
lack of enforcement against high-level corruption is likely to do more damage to
public trust than an NTR regime. Therefore the risks of not adopting NTRs outweigh
the risks of adopting them.

The success of any NTR regime depends, to a large extent, on effective protection for
whistle blowers and cooperating persons. One interviewee, a former senior NPA
prosecutor, recommended that the Witness Protection Programme should be
substantially up-scaled and enhanced to support the introduction of NTRs (S1). In the
absence of this, or similar intervention, the effect of any NTR framework is likely to
be limited. In addition, findings about serious problems in the South African Police
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Service (SAPS) and State Security Agency that enabled ‘the Machine’, which in turn
enabled state capture, require further research.

6.5

Revised hypothesis

This study posed the main research question: Can public-private cooperation (PPC) in
the form of non-conviction-based NTRs help South Africa (SA) move toward better
anti-corruption enforcement? To this end, it posited the following central working
hypothesis: Public-private cooperation in the form of NTRs is likely to result in more
effective anti-corruption enforcement in South Africa.

Data was gathered to answer two research sub-questions in order to test the central
working hypothesis. The data tended to partially confirm the central working
hypothesis: NTRs are likely to improve anti-corruption enforcement to some extent,
subject to certain conditions and with certain qualifications. These conditions and
qualifications are set out below.

NTRs are likely to improve the number of resolved corruption cases in South Africa.
However, a fully optimised NTR framework depends on the extent to which this
framework is harmonised with other frameworks, for example, the regimes for the
enforcement of debarment rules and accounting offences. In addition, whether NTRs
improve enforcement rates in respect of high-level corruption depends to some extent
on whether evidence garnered in NTRs is used to prosecute powerful actors. Under
the following conditions, an NTR framework could result in greater harm than good:
(a) in the absence of a principled legal or policy framework resistant to abuse that
gives effect to constitutional principles of accountability, responsiveness and
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openness (S1); and/or (b) if the threat of violence to cooperating persons and
investigators/prosecutors is not adequately addressed.

The risk of (a) is reduced by the existence of a vigilant civil society with demonstrated
capacity to litigate in the public interest to ensure that the exercise of public power
is constitutional. The risk of (b) remains a serious threat to the success of any NTR
reforms, to the anti-corruption project and to a young democracy in general.
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Chapter 7:
7.1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

Former President Zuma came to office in 2009, in a democracy that was only fifteen
years old. Around that time, he was facing criminal charges of corruption, but these
charges were dropped under suspicious circumstances (Zuma v Democratic Alliance
and Others [2014] ZASCA 101; Zuma v Democratic Alliance and Others; Acting
National Director of Public Prosecutions and Another v Democratic Alliance and
Another [2017] ZASCA 146). Zuma’s ascendancy coincided with the demise and
disbandment of an effective independent anti-corruption unit in the NPA (the
‘Scorpions’). Reflecting on these events in his article on anti-corruption enforcement,
Naidoo came to the prescient conclusion that ‘South Africa has tried to run before it
can walk with respect to (anti-corruption) enforcement’ (2013, p.239).

This study is another illustration of the vulnerability of anti-corruption institutions in
a newly democratic country. It has analysed the incentive structure which became
prevalent in the NPA during the Zuma years and provided a credible explanation of
how the institution succumbed to capture. It has concluded that the informal incentive
and disincentive/control structure prevalent in the NPA contributed to impunity for
high-level corruption.

This study has established that rational choice theory underpins both ‘The Machine’
and NTRs. The significance of this cannot be overemphasised: Incentives and
disincentives are powerful tools. Their effectiveness cannot be ignored by
policymakers and should be employed to undermine corrupt schemes, deliver
evidence to prosecutors, return lost public funds to the fiscus and incentivise the
private sector to self-police corruption risks — all of which can be achieved by a welldesigned NTR framework.
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The study has shown that the current incentive structure for persons to self-report
incidents of corruption is deeply problematic. A better incentive structure would target
the weakness in the corrupt relationship by providing incentives for corrupt actors to
betray one another, where now there are only incentives for them to uphold the pact
of secrecy. NTRs could help to change the existing incentive structure towards
cooperation with authorities and improve preventative measures in the private sector.

The extent to which the implementation gap narrows during President Ramaphosa’s
term of office is an indicator of South Africa’s true position on Johnston and MungiuPippidi’s continuum from a condition of greater corruption to one of better governance
(Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston, 2017, p.9). For now, South Africa awaits improved anticorruption enforcement and, as such, remains poised at the ‘tipping point’ (MungiuPippidi and Johnston, 2017, p.9).
7.2

Recommendations

1.

The researcher recommends that South Africa should adopt an NTR regime
for legal and natural persons. Such a regime should be carefully calibrated to
maximise practical efficiency, while embodying constitutional values of
accountability,

openness

and

responsiveness.

This

would

require

a

transparent regime that harnesses all available forms of NTRs, from
administrative enforcement to Deferred Prosecution Agreement (DPA)-type
instruments. While well-resourced investigations of complex commercial
crimes are constrained, innovative ways to incentivise cooperation should be
sought.
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2.

Evidence yielded in NTRs should be made available to prosecute primary
beneficiaries of corruption. Some successful prosecutions to trial and jail are
essential to the legitimacy of a broad leniency regime. This imperative should
be balanced with a healthy dose of political realism — a balance needs to be
struck between accountability for corruption and political stability in a young
democracy.

‘(I)nstitutional

changes

cannot

be

implemented

if

their

implementation pushes political stability below the tolerance limit of that
society (Khan, 2018, pp.636-655). The old aphorism continues to be relevant:
‘Fry some of the big fish’ (Klitgaard, 1988, p.187) (my emphasis).

3.

As instruments of leniency in exchange for cooperation, NTRs may evoke
unfavourable comparisons with the NPA’s failure to prosecute human rights
violators after the Truth and Reconciliation Commission ended. Education and
communication about their practical value could ameliorate this risk, provided
that the NTR framework actually contributes to decreased impunity for highlevel corruption. It is suggested that authorities should conduct a process of
public participation to inform system design and enhance legitimacy.

4.

System design should take into account the recommendation by WilliamsElegbe (2020, pp.91-94) that NTR regimes should be harmonised with the
complementary anti-corruption enforcement framework of debarment. Other
institutions with a mandate in respect of anti-corruption compliance, for
instance, the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission (CIPC) and
even the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA), should be approached
about the development of mutually reinforcing frameworks.

5.

Enhanced protection for cooperating persons in terms of a redesigned
Witness Protection Programme is indispensable. Whistle blowers and
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cooperating ‘stakeholders’ must be lauded, protected and handsomely
rewarded — instead of stigmatised, threatened/killed and impoverished as is
currently the case. Legal and institutional reform is needed for South Africa
to fulfil its obligations to protect reporting persons in terms of international
law. Substantial financial rewards for whistle blowers would provide strong
incentives for people to come forward with information.
6.

Incentives for anti-corruption enforcement agencies to cooperate more
effectively with one another should also be explored.

7.

With regard to dismantling ‘The Machine’ within the NPA and replacing it with
a new incentive structure, the recommendation by an interviewee that
integrity testing and lifestyle audits should be mandatory in all anti-corruption
enforcement agencies merits support.

7.3

Areas for further research

Further empirical research on an optimal design for an NTR framework in South
Africa’s social, economic, political and legal context is suggested. Such research
would benefit from a different research design to this study, one using a large
anonymised survey of public officials, aimed at gathering data about the behaviour
and motivations of people in corrupt networks. Such a large-scale survey would help
form a holistic picture of how corrupt networks operate. In a separate study, detailed
quantitative data on public-private cooperation and anti-corruption enforcement
should be gathered and analysed.
This study focused on the NPA in its context of anti-corruption enforcement
institutions. Another institution that merits further research is the SIU, which would
be an excellent subject for a case study. The data indicated that the police and SSA
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are deeply dysfunctional institutions. Empirical research on these institutions could
shed some light on the concepts of strategic corruption and thugocracy, the risks of
which extend far beyond the borders of South Africa.
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